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to have a better 
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LmERFrom the Editor Being the best beyond the barriers 
Eerywhere we look_ today, v.:e' re bombarded with anti-drug messages. Bogan has "just say no" poster.> hanging all ove~ the school. Commerctals wanung about the fatal consequences of drug abuse are aired on national TV. The drug dealer ts the spacey, wired, bad guy in movies, sure to be blown away by the hero cop. 
Heroin and cocaine kill LSD and PCP can alter your brain. These are undisputed facts. However, high school students today seem 
to be shrugging their shoulders and saying "So what?" A recent University of Michigan study showed that 26 percent of high school 
seniors smoked marijuana. An increasing number are using LSD, and amphetamines. Our New Expression survey showed that of the 
surveyed students who have experimented with drugs, 74 percent experimented with marijuana, II percent LSD (acid), and 26 percent 
with alcohol. And 73 percent said that drugs can be purchased easily. 
This issue of NE tackles several drug-related topics. A story about heroin (p. 8) and a story about LSD and marijuana (p. 9) 
Jessica Olson, Bogan illustrate the dangers of drug abuse. Our Pro and Con (p. I 0) takes a look at the new controversial spin on the drug wars: Should drug 
use be legalized? 
We've also addressed other serious problems facing us today. Stories on Shanice and Neon Street, and why we should care the homeless (ppJ-5) 
not only remind us of those who have "fallen through the cracks" and have been "abandoned by i 
the system" , but also points out that any of us, at any time, could end up on the streets. Too ~ 
many teens already don't have a place to live. ~ 
Also included in this issue are stories about some very strong high school mothers who have 
decided not to drop out (Momma Said, p.JO ). We've provided you with a guide to summer ~ 
jobs (pp. 11-18). And we're highlighting Washington's girls' basketball team, and Bogan's i 
wrestling team, made up of teens determined to succeed and be the very best(p. 27). ,a 
V} 
New &pression photographer Ewa Samacka poses 
with the kitchen staff of Neon Street, a shelter for 
homeless teens. 
. 
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Closer than you think 
Homelessness is often one step away 
Clinton's welfare reform proposals make us wonder, who will be 
homeless next? One writer reflects on the issue by getting upclose 
By Robtrt Cardenas, stall' writtr, L Joseph' High School 
"I walJ.. inJo a food missionar)' for the How many of you and your frumhes an: 
homeless. I encounJer a woman, thin, on welfare or have fnends whose fam1lles 
withered, silen1. She shuffles m her chair, are on welfare? That' part of the 
revealing she has 110 right leg. She problem. We always hear about fam1lles 
accepts my offer for an llvmg in the1r cars or m 
mtervie11.. abandoned bUJidmgs, or 
"Mv name IS Erma. At runaway that come from 
age 281 II 'OS diso11ned by m) abu ed and neglected 
parents 1~hen thevfound out fam1hcs . We never thmk I! 
/was pregnanJ, " she says. could happen to U') 
"My bo)fnenilleft me when But ll can. Th1s IS ""hY we 
he found ow/was pregnanJ should start canng about the 
with his chilii. I managed to homele s .. 
get a small, rUitJ apanmenJ '/ hod no tnsurance, · 
on the far South Side. I hod a Erma co1lll~s. 'All the 
mmimum wage job at a money from publtc aid \1 cn1 
rubber company as a to m,· hospual for etght 
packager. Then a huge layoff l!!!!!~~~~~~~ momhs. When I got out I 
hit my job in /985. I 11·as hod MYohere ro go. or no 
unemployed." Her voiCe gets more and one to rum to, but the streets W1th 
more shaky, bw she conJinues to speak. talk on the me about B1ll Clinton cuumg 
"Three months later, /was a ~·icrim of a off "'elfare after l\\.0 }ears. th1 makC') 
hit-arui-nm acciden1. I aborted. ·• Tears our chances e'en greruer What will th1s 
stream down her face as I hug her I tell do to the fam1ly structure of thQ')e llvmg 
Erma she doesn 'r have to go OIL She tells on "'clfan:? .. 
me she YoOIUS to. " Erma's trength and courage 1s the 
Why hould you keep reading th1s bas1 of her C'(J tence today. ~1ore than 
stOry? Ju tlike Erma you could ha\e the 23 percent of all Amencan an: poor, and 
same OOd chances of becoming homele s. 36.5 m1lllon Amencan~ ll\e bela"' the! 
New 
Expression's 
Link to YOU! 
Spike Lee gives young film makers .. and 
Chicago ... a chance 
By Marvin PaUerl>OO 
Hyde Parkers will have a chance to get an up-do..c glance 
at Sp1ke Lee when he come~ to their neighborhood to film h1~ 
next mov1e. Lee spread the word to a group of aspinng young 
filmmakers here Feb. 10. Lee had tOpped m to Ch1cago for 
an mterv1ew w1th Gene S1skello kick off the Ch1cago Cultural 
Centcr's February Sp1ke Lee Film Fe~llval and to promote h•s 
..cventh feature film, 
~~-iiiiiiii~liliiiilii:U:X>mim~--==::::;::::;==:::;-] "( rooklyn," wh•ch w•ll be 
(LrftW rrght) 
!·tim crrltc Gene 
Si.skel, NE 
plwtographer 
Niwle Davis, NE 
rl'porter Marvm 
Palll'r.sort and 
d~rer llJr ~'ptke 
l..re. 
relea\Cd thi' year 
When M~ asked Lee 
what he 1s domg lU pass the 
mantel down to young 
filmmaker., he swd, "In 
Each film I have ahout 30 
to 40 nncms and I also 
teach fJimmakmg at 
Harvard and NYU" 
Golden Apple Future Teachers chosen 
Of the 60 Golden Apple Scholar. or IIIJnOI\ \elected from more 
than 700 nominees throughout the statc,half of those an: from 
Chicago. 
The program offers pr~pccu ve teacher) hands on classmo111 
cxpcncnce· mcnwring from award winning teachers; and 
offic•all> dclincd pO\eny level. 
11lc homele'>s 1s ue I) not all about the! 
mcome problem. It also JO\Ohes th<N! of 
}OU suffenng from abuse and neglect 
Almo-.t all teen' have -;orne preuy bad 
problem' dunng the tummg pomt of 
the1r ll\c-. omcumcs the problem~ get 
'><l bad thJt \\.C tum to the 'trcct. "'h1ch 1s 
why there ., help out there. Teen LJ\JOg 
Pmgram' £1\C~ food, ~heltcr, ~upport and 
tnc' to prn' 1Jc n ncucr "'ay of life for 
homcJc,, teen' Lorr.une Ba.,kcn 11le j, 
an mtcm o1t Teen LJ\mg Program "We 
help teen' th.ll range lmm age' 14-21." 
finan<:Jal <JS\IS!ilnce. 
Chicago winner.. are: 
Jcaneue Bartley. Bogan l..aTanya 
Benford, Jones, Tanutra Burb. CVS, 
Lu~:lllc Burmo\, ·\mund-.cn; 
e~plamcd Lorr.une Teen L1vmg Programs 
h:b many le\el\ that ~u1t each mdi'>'Jdual . 
Om: program they ha\e, ck<,•gned for 
md1 v1duals aged 16 through 21. help<; 
)OUng adults get aGED. and be placed m 
a Job The program also heir- thc!m gel 
the1r fint apanmenL anJ helps them 
e:.tabll~h about 0 percent of the1r 1neome 
"Some teen don't 'Ll> as long :b the 
program lasts," sa:ys Lorrame. 'They 
prohJbl) get a Job or find help else.,.. here." 
WhJt can other teen\ do to heJp'l "We 
ha'c :.t \Oiunteer edu ... uonal program 
"'h1ch tr.lms \Oluntccr teen, 10 spec•al 
~ 
# 
\ ) 
Congratulations outh Region 
cience Fair winners! 
Cit) \I ide \\inners ore: 
Sherman Boo~cr. Ch1cagu Vt~t~auonal 
H1gh St:hool, computer pn1gmmnung. 
JJ.smutc Br.uhha\\ , Kcnwlxxl. OI(Xhcm•s 
R Burton. Sctun Atadcmy: I a'h1.1 
13uucrf•eld. Mather, Jntcl Ctmp.tgna, Taft 
V1rguua Cem,t, Lane , Romel Bolcman, 
CVS. Manlx:l Dcgad•llo, 
r try, Pmncc Caner, Ch•cago Agncuhuml 
ll•gh St·hool. hOl.Jn}. 11111U.:.1 C1sncro,, 
\ht,lungtnn; Ch.IIIr' D.l, 1s, H.lllX·r. 
,Jerosp.H.:r science. ~.trcn I .tul~ncr. 
Ch~t·ago \gnculnuml Hwh St'ht~tll, 
cn~·•nccnng \CJcn..:t'. 1 CIK.I G,thct. 
lluhhard, MJry Garm:u, 
Mother Guenn; SonJa 
Gontalcs, Stcmmcl/, Andrew 
Greaney. l.oyola. Dcnutrius 
Henry, Joscph111um, P;tul,t 
Jablonski, Mother McAuley; l .ucila 
Lcdc11na, Kelly, Todd Lcvam, Mt. 
Cannel, PnnccS\ K Mhoon, Kenwood, 
Corey Moore, St. for.mm fkSab, Lcu,t,J 
Moreno. StcJnmctt, L:nka Muy. Von 
Steuben, Apnl PJd;cu, Jones, 
C'anncn P••ce, llydcPmk, PJCllt' 
R1chardson. l'wv•dcm:c S1 Mel , 
Teresa Tllldlc, Whllncy Young, Adnana 
VIllegas, Wells ; Lua Vuellu, Whuncy 
Young; Kc1sha Williams, CVS; Sheila 
Wong, Whuncy Young, Alll,on Wren, 
Von Steuben 
llog.m. he.thh scJt'ncc. k.tnclll' H.tkr. 
Wnshlllgwn. Lt~l'sh1,1 ll,unptun. ll}tk 
Par~. physJt:s, P.llllmc lldllanl. Kt'll\\\llxl, 
dlt'llll\trv. llt'eJUIIg Kun. Kcnllll\ltl. 
tl!<llogy, Ju.m 1nc'. lluhhJJd, c.tnh 
sc•t•nce. Am:~ •• 'pcncl'r. 
SIIIICOII, dt't' trllllll'\, 
Dcml'tnus Stt'\t'lls, 
htgk\\()()(1, math; (j 
Douglas Williams, 
Ch1cagu Agncultuml " 
I !Jgh Sdmol, nch,JVI(lr.tl 
\CICnCC 
kills !Such as nursmg, counseling. 
etc.)," e:'Cplruns Lorraine. 
\Vhy hould teens care about the 
homele ? ''Because ll ghes them the 
sau facuon of bemg a producU\e 
CJUzen," she declares. 
Tun Liun~ Program.s u locaud tll 31 i9 
,\" Broa.J.,av Th~irplwMrwmheru (312/ 
3-~2'i Htlp IS also mmltJbk throu{/h 
.\ton Strut, at/I/O W. &lmolll.·ht .• (3C) 
52 . ~-6~ 
For IYWUd story, S~t pagtS .J-5 
Don•t see enough of 
you or your chool? 
Then tell us 
Whats Up! 
New Expression is 
looking for 
correspondents from 
all the Chicago public 
high schools!!! 
Whats Up! 
i New Expression's 
link to you! 
Congratulation to high 
, chool newspapers! 
Quill c\ 'm)ll h.l, ,1\\,lf\kJ 
'.:..:\111J pi.K~ 1\111, tl' [)u '.thk. 
lluhr.u\1, Morg.ut P.trk .• md 
fall lu~h ,,·hools' Ill'\\ 'P·If't'l' 
111 ll' n.llllllll\ 1dc t'lllli(X"tllltm 
DuS.thle h.h .tl'o pull·d 111 .1 
'CC\Iltd pl.lt'~ "m fn1n1 
C\IIIIIIIPI.I L'lll\l'J'll) \ 
\'\lKI.lllllll 
~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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From the streets ... 
Homeless teens find their second chance at Neon Street 
By David Harrell, Staff Writer, Columbia College 
Uke all Neon Street residents, Shanice has her night of dish 
du(v after dinner Photo by Ewa Sarnacka, Lane Tech. 
Eghteen-year-old Shanice Bums is pretty, with smooth, caramel-colored skin. She describes herself as "outgoing" (but is shy around some strangers). and it's hard to believe 
her favorite pastime is eating. 
It 's also hard to believe, from looking at her innocent face, the 
hard times she has seen. 
Born Shanice Consuela Hunter to an unmarried Chicago couple, 
she stayed with her mom umil age 2 or 3. One Founh of July, her 
father came to pick her up, supposedly just for the holiday. 
He never took her back home. 
Life with her father was a roller coaster ride. He lived an 
exciting lifestyle, traveling to Las Vega~. Texas, California, 
Colorado, Florida - and she enjoyed going along on his mysteri-
ous trips. 
The lifestyle was fun. But her dad had a not-so-fun side, too. He 
had unpredictable mood swings 
17ze Neon Street Center offers laundry services . Here, Shanice does her 
Saturday chore of washing. Photo by Ewa Samacka, Lane Tech. 
As Shan ice grew older, her father brought home one new 
"mother'' after :mother. Her real mother occasionally came to visit 
her father, but kept her identity from Shanice until she was II years 
old. 
By the time she was 7, she had run away from home three times. 
After the third time, she began her trek through a maze of 15 foster 
homes. After she ran away from her Des Plaines foster home last year 
("' wasn't comfortable there," she says), there was nowhere to go but 
the Street. Neon Street, that is. 
according to Travelers & Immigrants Aid (fiA), the nonprofit 
agency which operates the Neon Street programs. Many, like 
Shanice, are runaways. Some were abused, abandoned, or kicked 
out by parents or ~oster !"arents. Some arc nearing adulthood without 
job skills. 
Neon Street helps give th::se teens the support and the love they 
didn't get from their families. It all began with the day center in 1986 
and soon expanded to include three other 
In the lobby of Neon Street 
Center at 1110 W. Belmont, 
"NEON STREET' blazes in 
neon letters from a painted 
wall mural. Mushrooms, 
bright nower , and multicol-
ored bubbles dance across it. 
A purple and blue striped 
buuerny wi th yellow eyes 
smiles. 
It 's a few days after 
Halloween, and the decora-
tion includes traditional 
autumn symbols - pumpkins, 
bundle of hay and com-
stalks- but no skeletons, 
ghosts, or devils. No symbols 
of death . 
The positive atmosphere is 
important, because Neon 
major programs: the Neon Street Dorms 
facility, Neon Street House, and the Neon 
Street Preparation for Adult Living (PAL) 
Program. 
The daytime center and the living faci lities 
offer basic needs such as shelter, food, 
clothing, medical care, shower and laundry 
facilities. Homeless young people can also 
receive counseling, medical and legal 
assistance. literacy training, AIDS education 
and prevention programs, substance abuse 
prevention services, vocational and educa-
tional help, and recreational activities. 
Neon Street House is a lO-bed group home 
for youth under 18. The PAL program trains 
teens under 18 in independent living skills. 
The donn where Shanice lives is a 30-bed 
shelter for young adults ages 18- 21 
After Shanice 
receives her GED, 
she wants to ~nter a 
job training program 
to become a 
mechanic. "So I don't 
need no man to fix 
my car when it breaks 
down," she says. 
Explaining how she got to Neon Street, 
Shanice says her cousin Raven (who was also 
staying there) suggested it. Street Center and the Neon 
Street living facilities (4750 N. Sheridan) provide 
homes for teens-like Shanice Bums-who have 
been exposed to negativity all their live . 
About I 0,000 teens in Chicago arc homeless. 
After Shanice receives her OED, she wants to enter a job training 
program to become a mechanic. "So I don't need no man to fix my 
car when it breaks down", she says. 
With the help of the people at Neon Street, she IS com miLLed to 
Shan ice warhes her hair at the Neon donn where she lives from 8:30p.m. to 8:00a.m. 
lntht• dorm, rhe 1/zares a bedroom with Terl'ua where they both say that sleep is Izard 
to come by sometone1 111 the midst of a noisy dorm. Photo by Ewa Samacka, !.Ant• 
Tech. 
About 10,000 teens in Chicago are homeless, 
according to Travelers & Immigrants Aid 
(TIA), the nonprofit agency which operates the 
Neon Street programs. 
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Ill to the Street 
makmg a beuer life for herself. But he does say <.he regret that \he had to 
gro"' up too fasL ''At the age of 7. you're upposcd to be havmg fun. havmg 
your childhood,'' he o;ay . "It's like I d1dn't ha' e no childhood at all 
She doesn't dwell on the past, ho"ever Instead. he concentrate' on her 
fnends at 'eon Street, be. t fnend and roommate Tel"e\~a Me , eal, \\hom 
he has known since age 5, and her boyfnend Annando 
Shan1ce adds that she "'ants a famil) some day-abo) and girl. "1 don't 
"'ant five or SIX kids from live or six dads. I want to set a good example." 
She added that she doesn't expect to get mamed. 
All res1dents of the eon Street Dorms must work, try to find work, or go 
to school. For Shanice, school is on the 17th floor of 17 'orlh State SL Ms. 
Field's classroom walls boast some of the usual cla~sroom decorauon- a 
couple maps, a bulletin board, a blackboard. A teacher's desk and bookcase 
are in front of the door. 
But 1nstead of rows of desks, four tables each seat three to five k.Jds. Is 1l a 
classroom or a cafetena? Students munch on ch1p and p1ua, M1 Field 
hands out cocoa packets and brings out a kettle of hot water 
At one table, a gui, Mehssa, soaks her gold Je"elry m apr of soluuon 
As Ms. Field instructs the class, students g~ve her playful (but not 
disrespectful) baclctalk. Shanice IS mostly qu1eL 
As pan of their "independent hvmg mstrucuon", the class does math 
exercises companng food prices, selecting "h1ch brands have the lowe t cost 
per unit, subtracting coupon values, addmg sales tax. 
"Always use coupons,·· she says. "You can find coupons for just about 
anything. They'll help you save money on food, household products, 
feminine products ... " 
A hi-top faded boy wearing an "I Have A Dream" T-shin says slyly, 
"What about blunts?'' 
"Lunch?'' Ms. Field says. ''Oh, of 
course. If you buy bread, you know, 
for sandwiches, or lunch meat, , 
coupons can save you lots of money ... " 
The kids laugh, leaving Ms. Field 
looking puzzled. 
"'don't be smok.Jn' no blunts," says 
Tasha, a preuy, petite, light-skinned 
girl siuing at the next table over from 
Shanice. "You smoke blunts while you 
pregnant, your baby be comm' out all 
lookin' like the Elephant Man ... " 
Tasha had a baby boy 
Wh1le all this ~~ gomg on, Shan1ce 
concentrates on finishmg her work. 
After all, when you're trymg to 
make a beuer life and succeed, there's 
not much time for playing around. 
Homeless teeru needing help can 
contact the NatiotUJl RutUJway 
Switchboard at 800*62 I *4000 or 
Neon Street Ceruer at 528-7767. 
Photo abovt!: Sluuuce, I , celebrates 1htmlrg1vmg 
wah a fnend at the Neon Street cemer Slwmce, 
'r\.ho has been a Neon Street rerident nnce last 
September, If thnnJ.ful for her l1fe arul looJ.s to the 
future wul her dreams becomtn" realm· Ph ow 
right: On Slum tee '.r dresser top IS ll photo of her 
mece. She says tlwt 1ome11mes rhe miSses her 
cl11ldhood. Upper right phow below: Slwmce 
1hoou a mecut gwne of poo/1~htle othu co11 
Street teens looJ.. on. She also enJO)'S .rpons aruJ 1s 
stwAmgfor her GED at Project SJ..tlL Lower right 
photo below: D1mng the cia\ , the Nt!on Street 
center tr open to teens to hang out. watch TV, do 
thetr laurulry or take a shower. Here, Shamce talks 
it up "'ith others Ill the IOLtnf?e area. 
Photos by Ewa Sarnacka, Lane Tech 
Neon Street Center and the 
Neon Street living facilities 
(4750 N. Sheridan) provide 
homes for teens-like 
Shanice Burns-who have 
been exposed to negativity 
all their lives. 
ShanicP anti her boyfriend, Armando, clown around intht• dorm'J 7V toom. 
Wltilr Sltanict• ha.r nm imrmwn of marryinJI, silt• /oo/...1 forww d w Valt•nllllt' '.1 
Day. Photo by l~wa Sarnacw, IAtll' T1•ch. 
LEBRATING 
w 
XPRISSIONS 
ARt 
~ 
0 
Great Prizes in 
five categories 
Including drawing, painting, photography, 
poetry, and video! 
1st Place: 
$1 ,000 U.S. Savings Bond 
2nd Place: 
$500 U.S. Savings Bond 
3rd Place: 
$100 U.S. Savings Bond 
CELEBRATING NEW EXPRESSIONS CONTEST RULES 
Ehgible entrants include teens who can prove Chicago residency and who are enrolled in a Chicago high school. Students may submit 
only one entry per category. Please do n01 submit any work copied from published phOiographs, illustrations and Olher anwork. 
Teachers are discouraged from submitting multiple entries that represent the same class assignmenL If there is any doubt as to the 
originality of the anwort, the teacher should not submit iL Entries will be judged on originality, creativity and how well they 
n:presentthe diversity of Chicago's teen community. Entry forms must accompany all submissions and MUST be filled out 
COMPLETELY and CLEARLY- either printed or typed. (May clip out or photocopy entry blank from New Expression -see March, 
April or May 1994 issue or obtain a copy by calling 641-NEWS). Teens and the immediate family of teens involved with Youth 
CommumcationJNew Expression, Oakbrook International, Channel 50 employees and their 
immediate families are not qualified to enter this contest 
DRAWING-PAINTING 
lnlc Ptncil (colortd or graphite) pastel (cholt or oil) crayon. acrylic,oil or warercolor 
8" x 10" minimwn. 24" x 30" maximum (NOTE: MtasurtmenJs do not include mat}. 
I. Lmgth or width of anwork cann01 be less than 8" or exceed 30". 
2. All entries MUST be matted in black. (Mat should be at least 2" wide, 4" at most). 
3. All entries MUST be backed flush with maL 
4. Entry forms must be securely attached on the back of each entry, centered. Stretched canvases 
may be submitted, although they are discouraged. Canvas board, and canvases removed from 
frames and stretched around boards are preferred. 
5. Entries may be covered with acetate or cellophane to help minimize damage from multiple 
handling. 
6. Entries of pencil, pastel, or crayon should be spray-fixed to avoid smudging and fading. To 
avoid damage or loss of attached entry form, we reconunend sealing with tape, acetate or 
cellophane. 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Black and white or color 8" x 10" or I/" x 17" (NOTE: Measurements do not inclutk mat). 
POETRY 
150-•ord maximum 
I. MUST be typed. double-spaced. on one side of 8 112 x I I sheets of paper. 
l Margins should be I" left and right. 2" at top of fmu page, following pages I· at top, 2" at 
boltom of each page. 
3. All pages must be numbered at bottom center. 
4 Col"er sheets should contam title of work ONLY. 
5. Entries must be presented in a red folder (any shade of red). 
6. Entry forms must be securely attached on the back of the folder, upper left comer. 
1884 8dPy Ftlw 
r----------------------, 
Namc ________________ _ ____ Age __ _ 
LAST FIRST M.l. 
Home Address·===----- ------------------
STREET 
CITY STATE ZIP HOME PHONE (must hst a 
number wbc"' you can be reached 
after school hours) 
Sehoot --- --------- ------Grade ___ _ 
ln~tructor ____ _ _ _________________ _ 
Pnncopal _______________________ _ 
Category 
(check one) 0 DRAWING 0 PAI!','TING 0 PHOTO D VIDEO D POETRY 
Title or Description--------------Stze __ x __ 
I undtrsrand tht ndts ofthu compttllion and tht tnformauon prmttd abo>t os accuratt. 
VIDEO GUIDELINES- PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS 
WPWR-1V, Channel 50 will air a program fearuring stltcttd contest winntll. 
L All the videolllpes must be the work of students enrolled in a Chicago school at the time the 
production was completed. Up to four studeots may be credited for a single production, but 
all the work from conceptualization to technical production must be the efforts of the team. 
listed on the entry form. The team may include the producer, the camera pmon, the editor, and 
one other panicipanL Because video is the only category in which teams of students may 
submit entries, prize money will be divided to equal the amount closest to the tOial pnze 
available in the category based on denominations of U.S. Savings Boods, the smallest of which 
is$50. 
2. All entries must have been produced during the 1993-1994 school year. 
3. All entries must have been originally produced on videotape. Film, slides_and or still 
photographs may be incorporated on a limited basis as pan of the video production. 
4. The format for all entries is 112 VHS, 2-hour SP speed only. 
5. Each tape must be a Public Service Annouoooment - a piece serving to educate or promote an 
issue or service relevant to Chicago's teen community. Consider aiming your message to 
elementary school children and/or to a general audience. Examples of issues addressed in PSA's 
are literacy, AIDS prevention, the effects of drug and alcohol abuse on the family and/or user, 
child abuse, and stay-in school messages (30 or 60 second fonnat acceptable). 
6. Each production must be identified with a title and with end credits indicating school and 
production team. 
7, Several entries may be entered on the same videotape. These may be 
entered by the same production team or from the same school. The production should be 
separated with 20 seconds of color bars. 
Entries in the vitko contest should conform to FCC regulations regarding content. All tnlrits 
should be considued suitable for viewing by all age graups. Language or situations 
inappropriate for general viewing audiences 1rill not be considered. Whar this means is: no 
nudity, na obscene language. and no ucessi\'e violence. 
Youth Communication •ill pick-up from schools with 4 or mare entries. Teachers must call Pam and make arra11gtments by May 6, 
1994. Enlries may also bt dtlil'trtd in pmon or by freight strvict PREPAID or PMICEL POST (if siu and •tight ~rmil). We will 
not acctpt C.O.D.'s. If you would like to know if we reetil•td your entry, pltast enclost a stamped, st/f-addressed pcsrcard. Youth 
ConununicaJion and its sponsors assume no rtsponsibil(ry for loss or damage. We rtstn't the riglu 10 rtprinl stltcted entries. Entries 
•hich are not stlected may be picked up at our office after July 5, 1994. Schools with 10 or mare entnts may arrange to have them 
delivered 10 the school with the September, 1994 issue of NE. Enlries not pici:Ld up by October 1 I, 1994 become the property of YouJh 
Comnumication 
Send or bring entries to: 
Youth Communication 
70 E. Lake Street, Suite #815 
Chicago IL, 60619 
sayNEthing 
First place essay winner: 
Shant _Abrahamian, St. Patrick High 
School 
Teacher: ~s. Brooks 
I've often filled out apphcalion for 
employment, cholarsh1p and credit 
that a! ked me to tate my race. Wh) 
hould thi be of any concern to 
employers? How doe~ o ne's race 
detenmne h1 competence or eligibility 
to get a job or a loan·} r thmk this i 
very unethical becau e we should be 
judged as human bemg and not b) 
the color of our km 
I trongly urge an alternative 
approach . ju t drop the race question . 
The form maker should ask only 
que tions that are penment to what he 
How does one's race 
determine his 
competence or 
eligibility to get a job 
or a loan? I think this is 
very unethical because 
we should be judged as 
human beings and 
not by the color 
of our skin. 
or she is looking for that job or po~ition . I <>ugge~t the forn1 m.tkcr 
ask for background information such a-, pre' 1ous cmplo~cr~. eredll 
checks on pa:.t performance or reference'. Th1s would <.lllcm an 
eqUitable wa) to JUdge a pcr~on on hi'> or her 0\\ n ment'> \\111 h 
\\OUid not onl) be fair to that pcr'>on hut \\l)Uid al-.o help th1 
enterprise \\ eed out potcnually un-.unablc .1pplu.:ant~. Th1' <~ppm. I~ h 
seems more log1cal not only from a moral pomt of \IC\\ but aho 
from a business point of view How can thb approach hun bu\i-
ness? 
I <;ee only po iti\e returns for both ~ides: alter all. a per-.on·., pa\1 
sometimes is a good mdicator of future perforn1ance. h it likely that 
a person·~ race determ1nes lm abili ty or mability'! I don ' t th1nk ~o. 
In conclusiOn, we as individuals have civil righL'> that protect U'> 
from unfa1r Lreatment by unscrupulou~ employer-, or lender.. In 
o rder to mamLam these righLs we have to stop promoung thc~c kmd 
of behavior I thmk a good way to start bulldmg a better work 
env1ronment for us and our c hildren is not to ask irrelevant racial 
quesi.Jo ns on forms. Th1s action can only create 1ndiv1duals who 
have healthy feelings about mankind . 
Second place winner: 
Madeline Munoz, Amundsen High School 
Teacher : Mr . Ros 
I believe that forms hould include a way to mdicate a racial category not hsted, but I think there's a better 
approach. In tead of the "other" category a blank I me would also be left for a person to state that he/she is biracial 
Without prymg into their busme s. In fact. some forms do not need that informauon. Any data so 1mponant 
hould mclude a hne to spec1fy an alternate answer. 
We arc living m an age where we want d1scnmmat1on over w1th and to 
.tcccpt one another a'> 1 f they were our own ThiS generatiOn shouldn' t 
suffer to the pomt where they must choose a parent to 1dent1fy rac1ally It's 
unla1r The blank line could of cour-.c mform you someone IS b1rac1al. 1f 
that''> the cho1ce desired . 
At <oome point in anyone\ life. he or she will face ~orne sort of dlscnml-
nauon Why add on to anyone·., problems.., Why not begm to <ohow people 
they arc a~.ccptcd v.ithout hav1ng made any hard dec1 10n, hy denymg a 
parcm's race? Hopefully. we'll open our eye' bcgmning a poslli\C trend 
Ill\\ <trd acceptance of ca h other a' a mcmhcr of the human race o why not 
begin to add that hlank hne nov.! When all d1<ocnmmntmn based on ra..:e and 
heritage end-;, then there will be no need to <t\k th1~ que~llon 
Thl\ \\Orld 1~n't hlad; und wh1tc. hut many .,h,ld..:'> ol gray . and the people 
arc, too! II 1t'., nccc\'oaf) to kno .... <>omeonc' s race. gnc them a choice to be 
hone\! and proud of all hentage<o they po,.,c,, , 
Third place winner: 
This world isn't black 
and white, but many 
shades of gray, and the 
people are, too! If it's 
necessary to know 
someone's race, give 
them a choice to be 
honest and proud of all 
heritages they possess. 
Latasha Matthews, Jone l'Vletropoli tan High School 
Teacher: Mr. Oa\ i<> 
lied th.tl the r<KC que,11on -.hould hc ellnunatcd complctcl~ hc~·au\e it'' 
doing. nothmg hut cau,mg contrO\er-.~ . A., an Alncan-Amcncan female, l don't 
\CC .,., hy ) our fill Ia I preference i-. Important lor gelling a good JOO or an) kmd of 
JOb, lor lh.tt mallcr Some nught argue that \\C need the que,lion tn addrt'\ 
allmnatl\e acuon. -.n there \\on't he ('nly \\hllc' gcumg h1rcd lor JOO' and alsl) 
there wun 'the too many JX"'plc of one color r~:prc .. cnung our cnuntry in 
Congrc-.s. Th.tl \\ay. people \t,ouldn't \tan rumo~ of con,pimcic-. . Well. I feel it 
the quc~llon·, not put on an appllra11on. then OO\IOU,I) there couldn't he" 
con'oplraC) hccau~c no one \\Ould kno'"' your r,Kc '"hen )OU apply . 
n1e quc .. uon ol race, I thmk, "hnngmg h.1ck racl\m. not thatll \"a~ e\er 
gone. hut 11'' kccp1ng 11 .tli\C When geumg h1red for a JOO, 1l 'hould be ha-;ed 
o n skllb, not ..tppe<.tran~.e We al'o think ahout those "ho arc b1 radal .md hO\\ 11 
make\ them feel when they h,l\c to choose between the1r race-. '"hen they fill out 
As an African-
American female, 
I don't see why 
your racial 
preference 
is important for 
getting a good job 
or any kind of job, 
for that matter. 
a form or appllcauon The Declarauon of l ndcpendence clearly \tate\ that. "All men arc created equal." and 
kecpmg the race qucsuon would onl) be,, conunuauon of u\ di\Obe}mg 1l We'" a people need to ·tan takmg 
thc\e things mto eon\1dcrauon for our..elvcs and our luturc 
Win CASH prizes with NE·s Essay Contest #5 
$225 in prize ! • First prize: $75 • Second prize: $50 • Third prize: $25 Teacher of winner $25 
Winning entries will be published in May's New Expression 
NE will be publishing a special summer reading supplen1ent in May which will be 
reproduced in the Chicago Sun-Times. This month's contest you to write a brief review of 
your favorite book or new "good read" only tell your readers as much as they need to 
know about the plot to get them interested. Keep it less than 150 word . Good luck! 
The entry deadline is 
March 11. 
Entrants must be 19 years or 
younger. Send typed or neatly 
printed entries with: 
• Your name 
• Home address 
• Phone number 
• Age 
• School 
• Name of the teacher who 
gave you New Expression 
Send your essay to: 
Writing contest 
New Expression, 
70 E. Lake St. 
Suite 815 
Chicago, IL 60601 
Contest funding is 
provided through a 
grant from the Polk 
Bros. Foundation - A 
Chicago Concern 
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Teens just say 
'Yes·· to pot, LSD 
By Jerome Manansala, Slllff Writer 
Lane Tech 
T eens rediscovering the '60s culture have also rediscov-ered the popular drugs of that 
era: marijuana ("pot") and LSD. 
Nearly 44 percent of seniors in the 
1989 National High School Senior 
(NHSS) survey said they tried mari-
juana at least once. LSD's promise of 
mind expansion and the desire to 
escape reality are two main reasons 5 
percent said they tried LSD. 
Gary* started using acid when he 
was a high school sophomore. The 18-
year~ld graduate of Lane Tech High 
School has "tripped" on acid about five 
or six times. "I was curious," he says. 
"My friends at the time did acid, and I 
wanted to see what it was like." 
He doesn't do acid as often as some 
of his friends, who he says trip at least 
two or three times a week. 
When he does want acid, however, it 
is not hard to find. Thirty-eight percent 
in the NHSS survey said LSD was 
easily accessible. illustration by Pauline Hilliard, Kenwood ACJidemy 
Small squares of LSD-saturated 
blotter paper are sold for about $5 a 
square. One square's "dose" or "hit" 
keeps the average person tripping for 
about eight hours. 
"Dime" bags of marijuana cost $10, 
and contain about I /16th of an ounce. A 
dime bag gets two or three people 
"stoned" for a couple hours. 
"I don't buy my own pol," says 16-
year~ld Sam. *"I usually 
only smoke up when 
PCP, were combined with the pot, 
doubling its potency. 
Gwen, who had never tried LSD 
before, said her trip was terrible. "After 
a while it began to get really intense ... .It 
was too powerful... I 'wigged out' 
(meaning loss of control causing panic, 
and a "bad trip") ... Everything I saw 
scared me. My friend had to hold me 
down because he was afraid I would try 
lO hurt myself. 
someone else has some 
and is wiUing to share." 
Sam, a junior at Lane 
Tech, started smoking 
marijuana his freshman 
year and has tried acid 
"once or twice." He, like 
Gary, tried drugs out of 
curiosity. 
" .. .It began to get 
really intense ... It 
was too 
powerful... I 
'wigged out' 
"About half an hour 
later, it (the drug) started 
to wear off... It was the 
worst experience of my 
life." 
Gwen stopped doing 
drugs immediately after 
the episode. 
... Everything I 
saw scared me. 
My friend had to One of tile most 
troubling dangers of 
illegal drugs, according to 
tile NIDA, is that there is 
no way to monitor 
Outof20 million 12-
to 17-year~lds, the 
National Institute on 
Drug Abuse (NIDA) 
estimates 17 percent 
hold me down 
because he was 
afraid I would try 
to hurt myself." 
have tried pot, while 6 percent currently 
use the drug. 
Gwen,* a recovering drug addict, 
first tried marijuana in eighth grade 
when her uncle smoked a joint with her. 
Gwen's pot habit grew partly 
because no one told her to stop. 
"Nol:xxly thought I was the 'type 
of girl' that would do ' that kind of 
thing,' "she says, "so no one even 
suspected that 1 had a problem." 
After about a year of smoking pot, 
Gwen smoked some that was "laced." 
Other harmful drugs, probably 
powerful hallucinogens such as LSD or 
8 NE MARCH 1994 
production and distribu-
tion, so dangerous impurities can be 
introduced. Rumors say some acid 
contains strychnine, a chemical used a~ a 
rat poison. 
Despite any stigmas, marijuana has 
successfully been used in treating 
glaucoma, a disease that blinds, and 
AIDS-related complications. It induces 
mental and physical relaxation, which 
comforts chemotherapy patients. The 
U.S. government has given some 
patienL~ government-grown marijuana. 
Recreational users of the drug also 
have proposed that it be legaliz.cd, 
monitored, and its distribution be 
controlled by the government. 
Legalization of marijuana has long 
been advocated by The National 
Organization for tile Reform of 
Marijuana Laws, or NORML. Support 
for tile legalization cause extends to tile 
music industry, where musicians such 
as tile rock group The Black Crowes 
and rappers Cypress Hill have publicly 
announced they smoke marijuana, thus 
influencing many youths to use pot. 
Arguments used in marijuana's 
behalf, however, don' t hold up for 
LSD. LSD has no known medicinal 
value. And its supposed mind-
expanding values are minimized 
greatly by its dangers. 
U>ss of control, and tile panic 
brought on by a bad trip, puts users at 
risk of hurting them~lvcs. People on 
acid trips have been known to believe 
they could ny, leading many to jump 
off of high buildings. 
The possibility of flashbacks 
(recurrences of an acid trip) also 
increases the drug's dangers. And usc 
of marijuana and LSD could lead to use 
of more dangerous and addictive drugs 
such as heroin, cocaine and crack. 
Educating teens to drugs' dangers 
can discourage use. Many drug-
abusing teens S<1Y older role models are 
indifferent to them. Some teens will 
listen if someone would try to talk to 
them. 
"If I had realized the dangers before I 
started," Gwen says, "maybe I 
would 've tll(mght about it more 
c.wfully, and maybe I never would've 
started." 
* not real name 
Heroin- an old drug makes a comeback 
By Ruqaiyab Morris, Staff Writer, Kenwood Academy 
They say that history repeats itself, and that seems to be the case 
with heroin use. The National Clearinghouse on Drug and Alcohol 
Abuse reported that in 1991 , .13 percent of the nation's teens between 
the ages of 12 and 17 (57 ,000) had experimented with heroin at some 
point in their lives. In 1993, the number was slightly lower figuring at 
.12 percent (40,000 teens). 
With the convenience and practicality of powdered cocaine, the sale 
and use of powdered heroin has rapidly gained popularity. The scare 
of AIDS has made snorting heroin seem much safer than injecting it 
Cocaine's perceived glamour has helped to make heroin in powdered 
form much more socially acceptable. 
To understand how dangerous this drug is, you have to first 
understand how it affects the 
~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~ body. Heroin is an opiate that 
I ygl're iJ ......, IIJie changes into morphine once it 
enters the bloodstream. The 
ft l*':es 10-YIIL morphine causes the euphoria so 
many users feel. Heroin reacts 
very quickly, bringing on a sort 
of rush, a pleasant surge through 
the whole body. But a too-
heavy dosage can cause 
unconsciousness or even death. 
Within minutes, strong feelings 
of pleasure are replaced by 
drowsiness. 
CenterForAddictive Problems 
609 N. Wells 
266-0404 
Lifeline Substance Abuse 
4646 N. Marine Dr. 
275-9393 
Parkside Recovery Programs at 
Bethany Hospital 
3435 W. Van Buren 
854-3529 
Little Company of Mary Hospital 
2800 W. 95th St. ,Evergeen Park 
(708) 422-0110 
Peer Services 
828 Davis, Evanston 
(708) 492- 1778 
South Shore Youth Treatment 
Program 
7257 S. Jeffery Blvd. 
368-4545 
Heroin, a depressant, greatly 
affects the heart and lungs. It 
slows the pulse and breathing, 
causes a rapid drop in blood 
pressure and relaxes muscles. In 
an overdose, the heart and lungs 
can give out, causing death. 
Those surviving an overdose 
will still have suffered perma-
nent brain damage due to the 
lack of oxygen. 
Heroin users are dependent 
just to function at a semi-normal 
rate. Severity of withdrawal 
symptoms depend on amount of 
use. Withdrawal symptoms are 1.:;;;;~~~~~~~~~~~~;;;;;!.1 chills, aching limbs, vomiting 
and diarrhea. 
This opens the doors for many other problems. As with cocaine, 
dealers may lace powdered heroin with other drugs, cleanser, or even 
rat poison. There is no way to check powdered heroin for its purity. 
A common trend in heroin use is taking more than one drug to 
counteract the effects. Terry Shapiro of the Lifeline Substance Abuse 
Program says that a pattern of usage has emerged. "People take heroin 
to get a high," he says, and "Usually it makes them so incoherent that 
they cannot function. So then they move to crack to give them a high. 
The crack makes them too wound up, so they may smoke some 
marijuana to stabilize themselves. In some cases this is still not 
enough, and they resort to taking more heroin." Used separately, all of 
these drugs are dangerous -- together, the experts warn, they are 
lethal. 
Legalizing drugs should 
at least be considered 
Pro Con 
By Jessica Olson, Managing Editor/Production, Bogan 
Recently Surgeon General Jocelyn Elders recommended the unspeakable --
that maybe, ju t maybe, we should investigate legali1.ation of drug~. 
A tormuf protest followed; Elders was rid1culed for even mentioning the 
idea. However, it is becoming more and more obviou that our current 
approach to drugs is not working. So -why not try somethmg different? 
No matter how many arrests police make. drug al-ways find a way omo the 
streets, and there is always a buyer. The Umverslly of M1ch1gan 'c; Monnonng 
the Furure's 1993 figUies show that high chool students' usc of LSD, mari-
JUana and amphetamines is slowl) rising 
So far. our re ponse to drugs has been to lock people up. We live m a 
country where a drug dealer. serving the mandator) I 0-year federal sentence. 
can end up behind bars longer than a murderer. Our Jalb arc overcrowded 
and our courts we1ghted down, and by pro ccuung every person \mokmg a 
joint we're not helpmg anyone. Just where should the prionty 
lie? W1th the drug user or the killer? The killers are the threat 
to SOCiety; the drug users are only a threat to thcm\Chcs. 
Who are -we to regulate -what people do in thc1r own home' "1 
C1garette smoking" far more addiCtive than hcro10. butn\ not 
illegal to smoke. Alcohol• as deadly as any '\Ub\tance, yet you 
can just pop down to the local bar and get Wa!.ted ~' long a\ 
you g1ve up your car keys, the pohce Y. on' t stop you. 
Marijuana IS the drug of choice for teens today (A University 
of Michigan survey say 26 percent of h1gh school \COlOrs 
smoke 1t). It's already been proven to help pauents who ha'e 
glaucoma. It' s been given (illegally) to AIDS pauents to lessen 
thetr pain. If it conunues to be illegal. we may never know how 
many other illnesses it could help. 
I'm not saymg crack is go10g to be the new cure for blind-
ness. However, some Emupean countnes, hkc England and the \ 
Netherlands, have legalized man Juana and found abuse of the 
drug actually went down. Acid, although It stays in your bram 
tissues and causes flashbacks, is not add1ct1ve. Teens hoot 
teens over the underground drug market m Ch1cago Maybe 1f 
drugs were legalized and taxed, there would not be such a problem. And those 
tax dollars could go toward rehab programs for people who want to end their 
addicuons. 
Laws regulate alcohol and cigarettes. Mass1ve ad campa•gns have lowered 
the number of people abusing those drugs. Perhaps other drugs need th1s 
heightened exposure, legislation and awareness. It may not be a solution, but 
neither is the current drug war. The system is broken. It 's ume to fix 11. 
NE DRUG SURVEY 
By Ow!tt Spa.nJI, StaiJ Writtr, Morgan Park 
In an NE drug survey, 181 
students from around Chicago gave 
the "lowdown" on teen drug use. 
Participants were from Lane Tech, 
Austin, Morgan Park, Whitney 
Young, Carver, Clemente, and many 
other schools. 
• 36o/oef respondents considered 
alcohol a drug, f>O some figures may 
include alcohol with other drugs. 
• 70% sa1d they have never 
experimented with drugs. Of the 30o/o 
that have, 74% expenmented with 
"pot" (marijuana), II %, LSD (ac1d), 
and 26%, alcohol. Also, a few 
expenmentcd w1th mtrou~. cocaine, ). 
• 52%had a family member who 
experimented with drugs, 7% weren't 
sure, 38 % said no family member 
ever experimented, and 3 %said 
fami ly members only experimented 
with alcohol. One student said, 
however, "My uncle died becau~e of 
a drug overdose." 
• 86%S31d drugs are used widely m 
thetr school Of that group, 71 %srud 
pot was used Widely; 15% , coca10e 
(crack, pipe, rocks); 4% sa1d LSD; 
and 2%, heroin Eight percent srud 
alcohol was Widely used. One 
student said other popular drugs used 
in school arc prunt sprays, liquid 
paper, and marker'> 
• 36% think d1ffcrent drugs arc 
popular in different area~ of the city. 
Reasons g•ven were economic statu~. 
availability of ccrtam drugs in ccrtam 
neighborhood~. rac1al and cthmc 
d1fferenccs. One scmor sa1d, "I 
bchevl! the u'>e of pot 1s w1desprcad 
and covers many area'> of the ctty, 
m1ddle class, poor, and nch. LSD 
bn' t a\ Widespread hut is u~cd by 
pcopll! throughout the ~ •ly al'>o. 
Those drugs arc fatrly easy to get, 
fairly mexpcnsivc, land arc not 
physically addi~tivc l " 
• 97t?n said dnJgs were not used 
w1dely at home. 
• When asked how often they u~e 
cas 
Legalizing drugs would increase use 
By Onid llarnll, StaiT Writer, Columbia College 
If you know or have ever seen a crack or heroin add1ct. 
jOU know the argument!\ for legalizing the "hard drugs" 
arc non ... en,e. If drugs hccamc legal and more ava1lable. 
.tdd1ct1on would -;oar. L1ves. famll1es and .,.,hole commu-
nities -would be destroyed. cspcc1all) in areas With few 
JOO~ and httlc hope 
Wh,l! ,1bout the ol' "herb"'~ Some of your mm t popular 
MTV ( 1akmg Teens 10to Vcgdablc' 1) heroes a<hcrU'iC 
11. But JUst because 
great role models {?) 
like Dr Ore and tha 
bo)l from Cyprcs\ H1ll 
<>mokc 11 . doc~ that 
mean }OU o;hould? 
The m<N m1~leadmg 
argument the "lcgal•ze 
pol'' crowd makes IS 
that it 1s JUSt another 
one of th1~ good. green 
earth's "natural herb ," 
as harmlc~s and pure 
and -who I me a:, oat 
bran 
Of course. It\ 
n.Jtural But 11 ' a 
"gate-way" to other 
Ulu<.tntion by Rudet Brtdy, De La Salle drug u~. and unlike 
alcohol, m.uijuana' 
dangers aren't well known 
The myth that man Juana tSn 't add1CU\e IS a han go' cr 
from the '6(},, when Y. Ccd was relauvely -weak But the 
stuff w id today 1 20 tunes stronger than 11 wa:, back 
ti1Cn. An '80s 1ssuc of Rollrng Stone reported that "most 
people who sr.aned smoking mariJUana m the ·ro, can't 
touch the stuff anymore; 11 makes them stup1d, they 
ay, or bored. or scared:· Well -written. 
"Mother aturc" obviously never intended for the 
~mokc of smelly. bum10g weed (tobacco or manjuana) 
to go into the lung'>. The harm done by tobacco 
cigarettes is -widely kno.,.,n. but marijuana smoke 
contains 70 percent more of the cancer-causing 
chemical bent.opyrcne and t.,..1ce as much emphysema-
cau ing tar a'\ tobacco smoke. Smoking two jomts a 
day impairs the lungs more than moking a pack of cig:. 
a day. and It abo introduce~ into the airways the fungus 
asperglllu (found in moc;t treet pot and cau ing 
!>Crious lung and sinu infecuon'>). 
Marijuana· main ingredient. tetroh;drocannibinol 
(fHC). weaken <; the bod) 's abiltty to fight disease. 
Gcneuc mutations caused by THC ma) be \I. h)' some 
young manjuana u-;er<; get rare forms of cancer usual I} 
only ho-wmg up 10 heav} , lifelong drinkers or smokers 
aged 55 to 0 cancers of the head. neck. bladder and 
csophagu 
The long-term effects of the chem1cal in man Juana 
on the brain aren't known. But these chemicals remain 
m the brruns of druly users up to two to three months 
after qulltmg, and the) "mangle memory," as the 
magazme Scrence 'ens put 11. Te ts on monke} ha"e 
hoY.n these chemical cause brrun damage. 
THC also col lee~ m the female O\ anes "here 1t 
damages and kills egg It also damage!> perm. as Y.ell 
as lowers and e1.cn · hu~ do-wn production of male 
hom10n (so getting tugh 1 n ' t e~actl) the ow a) to 
prove your "manhood"). 
lea1.e that nasi) tuff illegal, the way It 1 . And 
lea"e 11 alone. 
drugs, 70% have never used drug or 
don't u-.e them anymore. IOo/c use 
rarely, 6% u con cor tw1ce a 
month, 2~· srudonce a week, and 3~ 
every day One ~pondent sa1d, "It 
depend becau!>C I use ll when 
'>Omeone has 11 or when I'm under a 
lot ot stre s," and another smd. 
"Sometime!>, when my fncnd talk 
me into it." 
I up, 9~ Said roc~ IS the 
new trend, 6~ <;tud drug 
use overall 1. gctung 
worse, :!~ '\aid more 
poy,crful drug. are bcmg 
used, and 2<lnamed 
hcrom. A sophomore saw 
• 73% smd they can buy drugs 
easily. 18'* can' t, and 9% don 't 
know One student stud "When you 
know (drug users), n' s hkc trymg to 
buy a pop." 
• 19'}; would constder selling 
drugs, 7!!91 wouldn't, und491 don' t 
know. The only reason given for 
selling drugs wa.s the monc) Those 
who would never do 1!, s,ud 1! huns 
people anti SlX.:Icty. they don ' t want to 
go WJ<lll, and they don ' t always want 
to watch their backs, or because 11 's 
\ tup•tl . One rcsiXlntlcnt sa1d, "M,tny 
IXXlple sell tit ug!\ 10 gel IIIOIWY, and I 
need money, t' m not gomg to stoop 
so low." 
• 'i7tY,, ~aw no trends 1n drug usc. 
Of the 41% that did, f4 t.:f, s'ay pot usc 
"a b1g mcrew.e 111 the 
glonfymg of manJU<ma 
eApcnmcntn!lon It 's hanl to suy 
how thl\ 1s .11 fccung a -tuul uioe lt •~ 
'ilnlllar to the p~ychcddtc drug 
movement nf the '('!(}.; ,md '7(}., ""hen 
tlrug U\t' \hi~ the 'cool' thmg to do" 
• 48c.f h.1ve hcanl of mhalants. and 
of that group, 43'~ knO\\ USC!"). One 
respondent ~<lid , 'The llMJOrit) of my 
couSins usc them", .1nothcr '>Jid," 1 
have seen little k1d\ usmg them " 
• 6417, felt alcolllll .111d other drugs 
.tn.: no dd'fcn.!nt they both kill, ha' c 
nund <~ltenng t'f fccts, arc ph SICUII) 
damaging, <llld arc addtctlvc 01 the 
g10up th.ll st't's .1 dd'fcn:ncc, 111\.)st kt'l 
physil:al cl feet-'> fmm other drugs .tre 
wnr~c than that of nkohot. that there 
., u difference between "drunk" and 
"lugh." One ~tudcnt stud, " I think 
drugs an: much stronger and will 
make ) our mmJ . nap ami ) ou ' II thmk 
you're 11) mg. But\\ 1th .1lcoh I )t"~ll 
n:.lll) Jll't tnp." Another ,n,Jent So.Ud, 
"Bc~.:nuse drug' ,\0! 'lm~•Jen.-J e\11 b) 
m0\1 Of\ X lei). (X'\"~pk SJ) akt)bv"'IIS 
not a drug It) rcht'\ e !ht•tr l'l)n~ ·•em:e 
or tn makl' thl'lllsl'l' c' 't-cm as 1f 
they' n.· not dlHng ,omethmg "n.)ng." 
One hundred .md t'' e11t) -fi\ e 
respondent~ \\en.· most r.umh.u \\ lth 
pOt, )C,! ,,\llll'(IC,\IIIl': 27 ~.lid 
akohol ,12.hl'l\)111: 12. I SO. ft"~ur . 
I P (<tngl'i du\1), .111d thrt'l' n;Hnt'\1 
IIK'lllllle. \)IlK' Stlldl'rlt~ ,\lso 11.1111t'\i 
,unphctmmne' ,md ~ten)lds . 
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her and her parents understand the 
situation she is in. 
Pr~nant teens who 
stay in school 
Oviedo decided to stay in Clemente 
even though her brother wanted her to 
transfer to Madonna High School. He 
thinks there is too much violence at 
Clemente. She decided to stay because 
she is used to Clemente and has many 
friends. 
Her future goals are to graduate from 
Clemente and to go to college. 
Her career interest is to be a counse-
lor. It was her decision and she is glad· 
she made it She wasn't pressured by 
anyone to do anything. 
By Guest Writer Emilia Arroyo 
Name: Suzzette Rosario 
Grade: lO 
Age:(present): 16 years old 
Age (at time ofpregnancy) 15 
w~ it diflicuJt having relation-
ships during your pregnancy? It 
wasn't really hard having relationships 
with my family. My father and my 
mother understood me. They (my 
parents) and my friends have supported 
me, not giving me a hard time. 
Is it hard for yoo to be at school? 
No. 
What made you stay in school? I 
want to be an accountant 
Did you ever think of transferring 
or dropping out of school? No. 
How do you feel? More mature, 
with more responsibilities. 
What do you think about preg-
nancy? It's not easy being pregnant 
There's more responsibilities. 
Do you give any advice to other 
"Pregnancy hasn't affected me much. 
girl>? Don't get pregnant I still do a lot of the things that I used to 
Have yoo changed in any way? 
No, not really. I was always serious. I do. Except dancing. I get tired too 
..-----------==~ fast," she comments, feel happy because I giving a short laugh. 
had a baby· Maria adds that she has 
Suzzette is still 
more free time, now 
living with her mom. that her parents let her 
She says she likes go out almost any 
going horne and 
hard! where. Y goes out She feels like a 
because she wants to different person, more 
stay with her baby 
most of the time. mature, with more 
••• 
Name: Maria 
Oviedo 
Grade lO 
responsibilities. 
"I used to be goofier 
in freshman year, now 
I'm more serious." 
Oveido's advice to Age 15 years old 
Status 5 months 
pregnant 
Maria Oviedo, IS ,5 monlhs prtgnanl other girls is "Don't get 
pregnant You miss 
For Maria Oviedo it isn' t hard having 
relationships because there is better 
communication between her and her 
mom. She has her friends who support 
out on a lot of things. Have all the fun 
you want ftrSt.~' 
When she was asked what it feels like 
to be pregnant, she commented, "It's 
nice. It's something very nice. I don't 
think it's a mistake." 
... 
Name Jazmin Torres 
Grade junior at 
pregnant months? More respon-
sible? I feel more like a woman, and I 
feel mature . 
Whatdo yoo 
think about 
Clemente High 
School (works at a 
local theater). 
·· Pregnancy hasn · t 
affected me much. 
pregnancy? I 
think it's a good 
thing if you're 
older, not a good 
thing if you're 
young. 
Age 16years 
old. 
Is it diflicuJt 
having relation-
ships during 
pregnancy? 
(With family, 
friends, etc.) No, 
it hasn't been hard 
forme. 
I still do a lot of 
the th i ngs that I 
used to do . Except 
dancing. I get 
tired too 
Do you give 
any advice? 
Don'tget 
pregnant It's hard 
to deal with if 
you're young. 
fast ,·· . . . she has 
more free time, now 
that her parents let 
her go out almost If you could go 
back in time, Did any of your 
friends support 
anywhere. 
you? No. Do 
they support you now? No. 
Is it difficult for yoo to be at school 
and at home? No. How come? I 
don't know. It's just not hard for me. 
What made yoo stay in school? I 
want to graduate from high school. 
'That was my decision. Nobody gave 
me advice. 
Do you have any future goals? To 
become a grammar-school teacher. I 
plan to attend a four-year co!Jege. 
Were you or are you being 
pressured in any way to do some-
thing? No. 
Did your ever think of transferring 
or dropping out of school? No, I 
didn't want to drop out or transfer. 
How did yoo feel during your 
would yoo think 
more or less about getting pregnant? 
More. If I could go back in time, I 
would think more. 
Do you feel like if having a baby k 
going to be a mistake or a gift from 
God? 
A gift from God 
How~ being pregnant affected 
your ability to keep up in c1a5s aod to 
participate in activities that you've 
been involved with? I had to quit 
being a pon-pom girl. 
Do you think that you are a 
different person than you were 
before you got pregnant? I feel 
different, more responsible. 
Who has supported you during 
these times? My mother and my 
boyfriend. 
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• new expresszon 
GEmNG 
IN THE 
SUMMER 
JOBS 
GAME ... 
O.K., kiddies, it's that time of year again, and If your parents are anything like mine, you probably already know how 
much of a parasite you are to them. What are Ideal kids like you and me to do? Get a job' Don't worry. I' ll coach you 
through it. 
All right, team, here's the game plan: We're gonna start extra early this year. You might want to beat out all those 
mean, old, nasty college kids that like to come home and take all of the good jobs. Our first move Is to scout out every-
where. We're going to look in some of the most obvious as well as obscure places 
How obscure, you ask. just as obscure as that cozy little spot in your house where you love to talk on the phone for 
hours and hours. Rest your feet a while and let your fingers do the walking. Try phoning a couple of places that have been 
known to ... well you know ... employ people. Check out page 3 to see a couple, (word used loosely here) of the 
agencies that I stumbled upon to help me In my search. Don't forget to write down all of the Information they give and 
even ask If they have any ideas about your future employment (Think positively.) 
Our second move Is to ask people you see every day for Information they might have to help you find and/ or give you a 
job. (How do you think the Bulls got Scottie Pippen? I'm sure thats how It happened ) Third, you c.<m hit up, (not tick upl) 
just about every store, fast food place, or any place else that employs people, and ask them for an ,,pplication 
By the time you finish doing all of this you should have a couple of Interviews lined up llere are ,, couple or tips to help 
you prepare. 
t) Learn what the company does,and have specific Job that you want In mind. Do not come up 
with, "I'd LOVE to work for your company. What Is It that you all do again?" Tell them what you want to 
do for them! 
2) Review all requirements and prepare to answer queastlons about yourself. "Gosh , I hope he doesn't 
ask about this tattoo." 
T AK£ THE.SE THINGS: 
Social Security number, Drivers License. List of schools you have attended/graduated from and when, Activities you have 
participated In at school (They might need an expert basket weaver), References. Past employment history, .:~nd ,,ny 
Special skills, (typing, computers, bobbing for apples) 
IF TE.ST TAKING IS NEEDW 
Listen to the Instructions. 
Read EACH question thoroughly. 
Write legibly and don't dwell on any one question too long. 
So let's go out there and do this one for the coach! 
~ 
{6 
~ 
(:) 
v 
Who To Talk To -
The phone can be your friend 
In hunting up that perfect summer 
Job! Call youth-oriented projects 
and agencies to see what s 
happening! 
A. list of posslblltfes, page 3 
Landing a summer 
job and where to 
sign up with MET 
• MfTs Summer jobs Program, pgs. 4-5 
Interested in working 
In professional or 
service jobs? Check-
out "HIRE THE FUTURE" 
• HIRE THE FUTURE, page 7 
Get Into the 
entertainment field 
Say "YIS TO JOBS" 
• Y.E.S. to JOBS, page 7 
For you Mr. Wizards 
out there-
" ACCESS 2000" 
• ACCESS 2000, page 6 
l 
• 
Letter from the Editor 
.. 
Why a Summer Job Supplement? 
Getting you jobs that get you ahead 
As spring rolls around, we all begin to dig in our pockets, finding 
lint where money used to be. This begins the annual quest for the 
seemingly ever-unreachable summer job. If you are tired of jobs that 
don't teach you anything and just work you to death, then NE is the 
place to find alternatives. 
NE has foreseen the need for information jobs and internships that actually teach 
you something and provide you with quite a bit of pocket change. The su~mer job . 
supplement is a compilation of different internships and jobs in art, entertainment, SCI-
ence, and general service industries. We hope you find it useful. 
--Andre Rooks, Managing Editor/Editorial, Youth Communication/New Expression 
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YOU CAN BRIGHTEN TOMORROW'S FUTURE, TODAY! 
YOUTH COMMUNICATION/NEW EXPRESSION 
rvOUTH Co-MMUNICATioN, 
Please send your: 
1 YEAR 
SUBSCRIPTION 
(1 0 issues) $12.00 
and/or 
TAX DEDUCTIBLE 
DONATION OF 
$ ______ _ 
to· 
YOUTH 
COMMUNICATION 
70 E. LAKE ST., SUITE 
J815 
I CHICAGO IL 60601 
I 
I PLEASE DON'T FORGET TO 
:FILL OUT THE FOLLOWING: 
I 
I NAME: ______________ _ 
:ADDRESS: __________ _ 
1-----------------------L-------------.J 
Youth Communication, the 
non-profit publisher of New 
Expression (NE.), provides an 
independent voice of, by and 
for Chicago teens and encour-
ages young people to 
investigate issues affecting their 
lives. 
NE. is distributed to more 
than 80 Chica~o public and 
private schools monthly, and is 
read by 140,000 teens. Teens 
producing NE. receive on-the-
job training in writing, graphics, 
and the business components 
of running a newspaper. 
YC' s teen staff reflect 
Chicago's racial and economic 
diversity; 55 percent of the 
participants are African Ameri-
can; 22 percent are White; 17 
percent, Hispanic and 6 per-
cent, Asian. 
Youth Communication's 
ability to develop Chicago teens 
into stars for tomorrow is en-
tirely dependent on support 
from foundations, corporations 
and individuals like you. 
Please support Youth Com-
munication by subscribing to 
New Expression and/or send-
ing a tax-deductible donation. 
Please fill out the attached 
subscription/ donation card and 
send it the listed address (left). 
Thank you. 
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GET ~ 
READY 
GET 
SET ••• 
LETS 
GO! 
Spanish-
speaking 
teens 
can turn 
perceived 
••• 
liability Into asset 
Agencies to ask Ada S. Mckinley Association House BSG Training Institute 995-2900 276-0084 922-2116 
about jobs- Adept Training Academy, Inc. Assurance Corp . ./College of Butler's Career Academy 
We're not saying 326-6684 Office Tech 779-6373 Alternative School Network 278-0042 Career Works 
these places have 728-4030 Austin Career Education Ctr. 759-0047 
jobs for you, but American Gl Forum 626-6988 Central States SER 708/863-7220 Blue Gargoyle 379-1152 
they might be able Archdiocese of Chicago/ 324·0505 Charles D. Murdoch Institute 
to tell you where Catholic Charities Boys and Girls Club of 378-2644 655-7412 Chicago I 
to go ... Asian Human Services Henry Horner 
728-2235 666-9552 
Most places you 
apply will 
require you to fill 
out forms that 
require you have 
an Illinois ID card 
and a social 
security number. 
What do I need to get an Illinois 
state ID card? 
What do I do if I've lost my social 
security card or meed to get a number? 
1) Birth certificate. If lost and you were 
born in Chicago, you can replace it by 
going to the Board of Health at 50 W . 
Washington. 
I can apply at any social security office 
or call 1-800-772-1213 to find out where 
the nearest social security office is to me. 
To get a social security card, you 
MUST HAVE: 2) Proof of name - by a piece of mail or 
a bill with name on it • an original birth certificate, NOT A 
PHOTO COPY. If you were born in the 
U.S.but out of the Chicago area, call the 
1-800- number for Social Security and 
they can tel l you how much your birth 
certificate will cost and where to write to 
get it. You also need a piece of 10, either 
a driver's license, health insurance, or 
utility bill. There's no cost for a social 
security number or card. If a child is 
under age, a parent must present an I D. 
For more information, contact Social 
Security at the 1-800 number. 
3) Proof of Illinois residency- through 
current mail addressed to your home 
4) Proof of social security number 
Read on to find 
out how to 
secure both .... 
5) Proof of signature for comparison -
either an old ID card, cashed check, birth 
certificate, or any ID card with your 
signature on it. 
Where do I go for all of this? 
The State of Illinois Building, 
100 W. Randolph. (Downtown) 
For more Information, call 793-1 020. 
Being bilingual, that is speaking two languages, can be an 
important asset when looking for a JOb. To be cons1dered 
completely bilingual, you must speak, read, wnte, understand 
and translate both languages fluently Many agencies and/or 
organizations help bilingual teens find jobs 
Even if your English IS very weak, you can still get JObs. 
If you are not fluent in English, remember that many JObs 
offered to teens are not dealing w1th the public (example , 
do1ng stock at a store or a dishwasher 1n a restaurant) 
So, get motivated! 
• Greater West Town Community Development Project, at 
1579 N. Milwaukee Ave., will help low-income Chicago resi-
dents 16 to 21 years old find employment. Five different 
programs are available. 
• Hire the Future, the Mayor's Off1ce of Employment and 
Training, and Y.E.S. to Jobs (Youth Entertamment Summer) 
all offer opportunities. See other articles for information on 
these programs. 
SPANISH VERSION 
Jovenes Bilingues 
Ser bilingue, es decir, hablar dos idiomas, es una, ventaja 
muy importante cuando se esta buscando trababjo. Para ser 
considerado completamente bingue debos, hablar, leer, 
escribir, entender, y traducir las dos longuas con fluidez. 
Hay muchas agencias u organizaciones que pueden a 
yudar a jovene bilingues a conseguir trabajo. 
(3 ) 
OTHER PLACES TO INQUIRE 
ABOUT JOBS FOR THE 
SPANISH-SPEAKING 
• Mexican Community Committee 
South Chicago, 978-6441 
• Central States Ser-Little Village, 
3714 W. 26th St. 
• Hispanic All iance/Career Enhancement, 
435-0498 
• Options for People, 
921-3000 
• Por Un Barrio Mejor, 
521 -2157 
• Spanish Coalition for Jobs/Lower West Side, 
243-3032 
Also, why not look in the local Spanish-written 
papers, La Raza and Extra? 
Q: How is the requirement to have 
academic enhancement going to result in 
students having fun this summer? 
A: The money for Mayor Daley's 
Summer Jobs Program comes from 
Federal legislation called the Job Training 
Partnership Act. In past years, the 
summer jobs program has primarily been 
an introduction to employment. 
Changes in legislation now require that 
this year's program concentrate on linking 
the work to the importance of maintaining 
the good basic skill of reading and math. 
This does not mean ... the experience 
this summer will be boring! Far from it... it 
can be fun, as young people realize that 
reading and math don't have to be 
tedious. For example, in the HiTek 
Aviation Summer Program ... which is one 
of the most popular summer 
programs ... students leam to use their 
math skills in plotting flight pattems. They 
also leam to read weather maps and 
determine how much fuel is needed to fly 
from one point to another. The big thrill is 
that they get to fly a plane at the end of 
the summer. The improvement in grade 
levels for participants has been one to two 
grade levels ... all because of the 
excitement of leaming to fly. 
Another point about the "fun" of 
summer jobs. The young people eligible 
for Mayor Daley's Summer Jobs 
Program .. those14-21 ... should be at a 
stage in their lives when the traditional 
sense of "fun" takes on a different fonn. 
Childhood "fun" and games should be 
replaced by the fun and excitement of 
looking ahead to a future in which they 
So ~ where do I go 
to sign up? 
Registration begins Sat. 
April16, 8 a.m.- 4 p.m. 
SOUTH 
Dept. of Human Services 
Gage Park Facilty 
5500 S. Western 
Dept. of Human Sevices 
Englewood Facility 
6201 S.Halsted 
Dept. of Human Sevices 
Kenwood Facility 
4314 S. Cottage Grove 
Dept. of Human Services 
South Chicago Facility 
8516 S. Commercial 
The Q~A 
on summer jobs 
Mary (jonzalez Koen,g, Assistant 
to the Mayor, answers questions 
about how the Mayorls Office of 
Employment and Training summer 
jobs program works 
can be good, solid, and contributing 
members of the community. 
Q: Any brand new programs for the 
summer? 
A: We are still receiving proposals for 
the summer, and we are looking forward 
to some really creative ideas. We are 
planning to repeat ... a career day for 
2,000 of top summer job participants. This 
ali-day event gave students a chance to 
meet with colleges, universities, and 
potential employers. There were over 100 
display booths. Dr. Mae Jemison, the 
astronaut, was our special motivation 
speaker. 
This year our theme of "Get Your ncket 
To Success Through a Summer Job" will 
feature director/actor Malcolm Jamal 
Wamer, as our celebrity. Malcolm has 
been active in trying to inspire young 
people. He recently co-authored a book 
with Daniel Palsner entitled "Theo & Me," 
which speaks to teens abut coping with 
the problems of growing up. 
Q: Do you have a favorite project in the 
program? 
A: I enjoy the energy and purpose of all 
of the summer programs. Most of our 
programs are run by not-for-profit 
community based organizations ... who 
create these work opportunities because 
of their strong interest and commitment to 
young people. 
The Hi Tek Aviation Program is 
proposing to expose students to aviation 
careers other than just flying through a 
new cooperative venture with O'Hare and 
Midway Airports. The Summer Finance 
Institute (is unique), because of the 
Dept. of Human Sevices 
Roseland Facility 
829 W. 119th St. 
NEAR NORTH 
Dept. of Human Services 
Oak/Cabrini South Facility 
419 W. Oak St. 
CYCLE 
(Community Agency office) 
Cabrini North 
1441 N. Cleveland 
NORTH 
Truman College 
1145 W. Wilson 
Park District Field House 
Leone Park 
1222 W. Touhy 
WEST 
Park District Field House 
Columbus Park 
500 S. Central Park 
opportunity young people are given to 
leam about the stock market...and how 
our economy works. They also are 
introduced to a different type of career. 
Gallery 37 and The Boulevard Arts 
Program give young people the 
opportunity to link work and the creative 
world of art ... 
Q: What is special about the summer 
program that should make it appealing for 
young people to sign up? 
A: The chance to make money, of 
course. This program is also on one of thE 
only ways a 14- or 15-year-old can make 
money during the summer ... 
Summer jobs enable you to meet new 
friends and make good potential contacts 
in the adult world. Some participants in 
the Summer Finance Institute have been 
granted college scholarships and financial 
aid from companies who have been 
impressed with their dedication and 
leaming ability. 
Q: How do you think a teen in the 
summer job program can make sure they 
get more out of it than just a paycheck? 
A: Take whatever opportunity is given 
to work and put a lot of effort into leaming. 
Even if the job is not something that would 
have been your first choice, make it work 
for you. Show up on time ... and every day. 
The people who hire you depend on you, 
so prioritize your other activities. Pay 
attention to and listen to those who have 
experience in the world of work. Encour-
age them to share their lives, successes, 
and mistake they would not like to repeat. 
Follow work rules about filling out time 
sheets and other requirements. 
Park District Field House 
Humboldt Park 
1400 N. sacramento 
Dept.of Human Services 
Garfield Facility 
10 S. Kedzie 
Dept. of Human Services 
Cermak Faciltiy . 
1904 W. Cermak 
All site hours except Oak 
Street: Tuesday-Friday 
12 p.m. -8 p.m. 
(closed Sun. and Mon.) 
Oak Sreet Men-Friday 
10 a.m. -5 p.m. 
Saturday 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
For more information, call 
744-KIDS 
WHAT YOU NEED: 
ONE OF THESE:-
Birth certificate 
State of Illinois ID card 
Illinois driver's license 
Public Aid ID/medical card 
' 
Pleasant Grove Missionary Baptist Ch 
The summer program at Pleasant Grove, 
honored last year by the Private Industry 
Council of Chicago,combines academics 
and community service. Participants 
were clerical, horticultural and beautification 
aides, learned language and communication 
skills, science (related to horticulture and 
gardening) social responsibility and 
community structure. The program also 
included workshops in which participants from 
each of eight worksites shared experiences. 
Other participants arranged the workshops, 
typing programs, scheduling,making phone 
calls and greeting participants. Workshop topics 
included building self-esteem,anti-violence, 
finance, employment, health education, and caree 
and job market information. 
ONE OF THESE TO PROVE the unemployment insurance 
YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY claimant sheet and most recent 
NUMBER- unemployment check stub 
Social secruity card · letter verifying that you are 
Driver's license or state ID that supported by a friend or relative, 
includes social security number signed, dated and stating their 
relationship to you and proof of 
ONE OF THESE TO PROVE their income 
YOU ARE A CHICAGO •white card issued with food 
RESIDENT- stamps 
•apartment lease 
-copy of tax return filed in 1994 if 
• driver's license 
•voter registration 
you or your parent/guardian are 
slef-employed 
•utility bill 
· •recent report card (7th and 8th 
•public aid medical card graders) or schooiiD (high school 
INFORMATION PROVING YOU students) if you receive free lunch 
ARE A MEMBER OF A from the Chicago Public Schools 
LOW-INCOME FAMILY- OTHER-
• Public Aid ID card 
•your last two paycheck stubs from •if you are male over 18, you must 
all jobs held in the last six months be registered from Selective 
by you or your parent or guardian Service 
•if you are not a U.S. citize.n, you 
• Social Security award letter 
• last two check stubs from parent must prove that you are eligible 
or guardian's most recent job and to work 
0 e 
Boulevard Arts Center .......................... 
Boulevard Arts Center operates the Art Employment Training Program 
and the Entrepreneur Program in Englewood. Located in a former 
convent and church, the arts center now provides space for visual and 
performing arts. Painting, sculpture, dance, music and theater are 
combined with work skills. Participants in the summer program created a 
mural and a sculpture garden at the center at 6011 S. Justine St. Last 
year more than 60 young people received intensive training while work-
ing at the center for eight weeks. Pat Devme, Executive Director, said, 
•All the kids that have been in the employment program have stayed in 
school . This is Important because this area has a 56 % dropout rate." 
Contact Pat Devine Reed, 476-4900. 
the 1\RTs J 
Hi·Tek Aviation Program 
Whoever thought you'd be using your 
math skills to plot fight plans, or your 
language skills to communication with 
an airport control tower? And, before 
you're done, you even get to fly an 
airplane! 
Youth On Campus 
The summer Youth on Campus program combines a 
university-based work and learning program with support 
services that include counseling and health care. Last 
year, participants travelled to Western Illinois State Un~ver-
sity in Macomb to work and leam 1n a college setting. 
Participants live on campus for six weeks. Time 1s d1v1ded 
among classroom instruction, personal and career coun-
seling and part-time work. Students formulate long- and 
short-term education al and career goals. They live and 
work with other youth from around the state. Guest speak-
ers present occupational and vocational options. 
TEAMWORKS/ 
Chicago 
Cluster 
Initiative 
Want to learn more about your commu-
nity? Do you like working with younger 
kids? Then TEAMWORKS might be the 
program for you. High schoolers team 
up with younger children to study their 
community and then develop related 
service projects.Last year, team mem-
bers held a clothing drive for the home-
less, a festival and art project celebrat-
ing the community's multi-cultural 
heritage, and created a directory of 
area community and governmental 
services. Participants also kept journals, 
wrote stories studying horticulture and 
computed math problems as part of 
their projects. 
Chicago Sum er 
Finance Institute 
Fifty Chicago financial and legal firms and the Mayor's 
Office of Employment and Training have gotten together to 
offer you seven weeks of hands-on exposure to the business 
side of financial and legal services. 
You get to work In: 
Accounting, data entry, billing or as analysis clerks; 
audit assistants; customer service representatives; 
document processors and as non-secretarial personal 
computer operators. 
You also get a mentor (an older professional who can 
show you the ropes); and get to go on weekly seminars 
and field trips! 
Students are evaluated on attendance, job performance, 
fiscal responsibility, and oral and written presentations 
~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~iabo~experiences.Lastyear,corporn~partneffi 
I awarded six outstanding students $4,500 in scholar-
Gallery 37 
Gallery 37 could prove to be one of the most 
enjoyable experiences you have had this summer. 
It is sponsored by the Department of Culutral 
Affairs in cooperation with the rv1ayor's Office of 
Employment and Training (MET} and is designed to 
give aspiring artists, playwrights, musicians and 
journalists training in their field in addition to basic 
job training need in any field. 
Some of the workshops offered this past summer 
were percussion, television production, journalism, 
painitng, sculpting, and a special project in which 
workshop participants worked on the 
Field Museum's Africa Exhibit. 
Oh, did we forget to mention pay? You get paid 
minimum wage and the average work day is five 
hours with a half-hour unpaid lunch. Interested? 
For more information contact Gallery 37 
at 7 44-8925 after March 15. Photo by Claudia Rico, Curie lll~h School 
ships. Some firms have retained interns on a part-time 
basis throughout the school year, offering graduates 
part-time or semester -break employment. A few have 
provided airfare for students to visit a prospective uni-
versity and have discussed post-graduate employment 
possibilities. 
I 
Science buffs get a break with 
Access 2000 Chicago Partnership 
Are microscopes your thing? Then you should be spending your summer with Access 2000 
What Access 2000 is 
Access 2000 Chicago Partnership is made 
up of 12 institutions and universities 
brought together to, in the words of 
coordinator Linda J. Bell,"increase the 
number of under-represented minorities in 
scientific and technology professions, and, 
in particular to contribute significantly to the 
National Science Foundation's goal of 
quadrupling by the year 2,000 the number 
of African Americans and Hispanics who 
receive B.S. degrees in science or 
technology disciplines." 
So who's involved? The Chicago Public 
Schools, the Chicago Algebra Project, the 
Chicago Academy of Sciences, the Chicago 
Urban League, the University of Illinois at 
Chicago, Northwestern University, the 
Illinois Institute of Technology, Argonne 
National Laboratory, the Institute for Illinois, 
Loyola University of Chicago, Aspira of 
Illinois and Chicago State University. 
You should also .know that Access 2000 
has been named the winner of the 1992 
Anderson Medal, which is awarded to 
business-higher education -public school 
alliances by the Business-Higher Education 
Forum of the American Council on 
Education. 
He>w te> get ••access•• 
Or, where to go for 
the science stuff 
Check out the following 
I ist of Access 2000 
Chicago Partnership 
members! And by the 
way, stipend means PAY 
PROGRAM: PRE-COLLEGE STUDENT 
RESEARCH 
PARTICIPATION PROGRAM 
SPONSOR: Argonne National Laboratory 
CONTACT: Lavonlia Ousley 
PHONE: 708 252-7784 
STIPEND: $175 per week+ transportation 
PROGRAM: RESEARCH APPRENTICE-
SHIP IN 
MATERIAL AND NUCLEAR SCIENCE 
SPONSOR: Argonne National Laboratory 
CONTACT: Lavonia Ousley 
PHONE: 708 252-7784 
STIPEND: Lunch+ Transportation 
PROGRAM: STUDENT ENVIRONMENTAL 
RESTORATION INSTITUTE 
SPONSOR: SAME 
CONTACT: SAME 
PHONE: SAME 
STIPEND: SAME 
PROGRAM: TEENS EXPLORING AND 
EXPLAINING 
NATURE AND SCIENCE (TEENS) 
SPONSOR: Chicago Academy of Sciences 
CONTACT: Naeem Karriem 
PHONE: 312 549-0606 ext 3034 
STIPEND: $4.25-$5.00 
PROGRAM: TEEN APPRENTICE AND 
TEEN VOLUNTEER PROGRAM 
SPONSOR: Chicago's Children Museums 
CONTACT: Peggy Stewart 
PHONE: 312 527-1000 
STIPEND: minimum wage 
PROGRAM: AMP-SUMMER 
SCIENCE BRIDGE 
SPONSOR: Chicago State University 
CONTACT: Caroll Henry or Linda J. Bell 
PHONE: 312 995-2183 (Henry) 
312 995-2262 (Bell) 
STIPEND: $1,200 
PROGRAM: DISCOVERY APPROACH 
TO SCIENCE ENHANCEMENT 
(DASH) 
SPONSOR: Illinois Institute 
of Technology 
CONTACT: Cheryl Caplan 
PHONE: 312 567-5216 
STIPEND: lunch 
PROGRAM: EARLY ID.PROGRAM 
SPONSOR: SAME 
CONTACT: Kevin G. Smith 
PHONE: 312 567-5250 
STIPEND: CTA/RTA TOKENS 
PROGRAM: WOMEN IN SCIENCE 
AND ENGINEERING 
(WISE) 
SPONSOR: SAME 
CONTACT: BRENDA RODRIGUEZ 
PHONE: 312 567-5250 
STIPEND NONE 
PROGRAM: 1994 ADVENTURES 
SPONSOR: ILLINOIS MATH AND 
SCIENCE ACADEMY 
CONTACT: LUANN SMITH, PH. D. 
PHONE: 708 907-5027 
STIPEND: NONE 
PROGRAM: THE MED PROJECT 
SPONSOR: INTERNATIONAL 
MUSEUM OF SURGICAL SCIENCE 
CONTACT: LINDA SCHUBERT 
PHONE: 312 642-6502 
STIPEND: NONE 
PROGRAM: PROJECT ENRICHMENT 
SPONSOR: LOYOLA UNIVERSITY 
CHICAGO 
PHONE: 312 508-8640 
STIPEND: ALL EDUCATIONAL EXPENSES, 
LUNCH AND TRANSPORTATION 
PROGRAM: YOUNG SCHOLARSHIPS 
PROJECT 
SPONSOR: LOYOLA UNIVERSITY 
CHICAGO 
CONTACT: ROBERT HARRIS, 
DR. ERIC HAMIL TON 
PHONE: 312 508-3582 
STIPEND: $275 
______ _______ ______ (6) ________ ___________ _ 
Y.E.S. TO JOBS 
the answer for entertainment industry hopefuls 
If you would like a summer internship, and you are interested in 
music, business or the media, then this program may be for you. 
Youth Entertainment Summer or Y.E.S. To JOBS is an 
eight-year-old program created by A&M Records that 
introduces minority high school students to career 
opportunities in the business portion of the 
entertainment industry.To be eligible for 
Y.E.S. to Jobs, you must meet a certain criteria: 
1. Be a minority high school student 
2 . Age 16-18 
3. Have a minimum 2.5 cumulative GPA 
4 Have a 90°/o school attendance 
5. Have a sincere interest in the entertainment industry 
If you meet all of these requirements, you will be eligible for a 1 0 
week, full -time summer job in a record company, retail store, broad-
cast stations, trade publication, or law firm. 
Applications will be available by writing to: 
I 
V.E.S. To Jobs , 1416 N. LaB rea Ave., Hollywood, CA 90028. 
Deadline for entries is April 15. 
O..ckoot oomt of YES toJ-sponoorlnc«>mp-rom "93 
A & M Recmd• 
Atlanuc Recvf"d~ 
l>isnc y Record~ 
t lektra Record• 
Giant Reconh 
Home Bo• Oolice 
lrell & Manella 
Pendulum Re<.or-d.s 
Polygram Mu\IC Publl1hmg 
PolyGram Kecord• 
Rccordong lndu•try Ass<>Clouon Of America (RJAI\) 
Sparrow Record.'i 
Tlcketma..\tcr 
Warner Mu.,.,c Enrcrpn.ses 
Warner Mu~•c Group 
Werner Brcx Rcc.:Of'd\ 
Warner/Chappell Mu"c l'ubh•hJng 
Wamcr/Elcktra/Atfanuc C<X"pC".>rauon (WE.A) 
W arner Special Product 
And thtst partldpatJnc <Uapanla In '9 ) 
A&M 
Atl..nuc; Record• 
Boll Board 
The BMG Group 
CNN 
f-lcktra Record." 
Cuun Rc<.:on.l<i 
HanN B.u-hera Inc 
Hunw: Box Office 
MCA Records 
Mc~nwn Rtl:On.l'\ 
Pendulum Rc,cc-n-d' 
Platinum 1-:nltrtaJnrnent 
P(dyGram Gr,_.up fhstnbuuon (PGD) 
Qwcst Rcc.:on.J' 
l<t:cunJJna Jrn.Ju,t.ry AUt'IC:IolUC>n of Amcnca (RlAA) 
<:;parro~ Record'\ 
<;.ony Mu,.H; 
Sony Ptctu~ 
Tl(k.cntma..~t.cr 
Tnwcr Rccord1. 
funcr BrOBJJca5un". Tnc. 
Wah l'h ncy R~con.h 
Warner Brt» Rccord' 
V.. Three f.tc~Lonl Sh<)Jh 
V.. hc:rchou ... c f-.ntc.n..•nmcnt 
'-""fLD ltfl 'San 1-ran~..:a.; ·oJ 
C*JII......-IIItll- .-u-a.,t.lJ 
~~~~ _.. llfll Cll 1111 T .ll. Tl JOIIIIIIca at 
(Zlll 4U-2411. 
Y.E.S. TO JOBS participating high 
schools In Chicago 
Corliss, Curie, 
De LaSalle,Dunbar,Leo, 
Near North, Providence St. 
Mel, Roosevelt 
Hire the Future puts teens' foot in the corporate world's door 
Nearly 4,000 students got jobs in 1992. Maybe youlll 
~ be one of the thousands this year!! 
Most .. Hire the Future .. jobs 
are in clerical , professional/technical/ 
managerial or service areas, but there 
are also opportunities in assembly/ 
machinery and sales. 
How would you like to work for First Chicago, MCI , Harris 
Bank, or Ameritech? Well, you can. All you have to do is see 
your counselor and sign up with Hire the Future. Hire the Future 
will help you acquire a job after you graduate. Opportunities 
include finding out about new careers; a start at work in 
corporate America; making money; and it might help you 
pursue your goals and help you understand what you need to 
achieve your goals. 
You can also participate in a 5K and a 1 OK run, 
sponsored by Hire the Future, which will be on 
May 7. If you would like to join, call 408-3080. 
What do I need to get in 
with Hire the Future? 
Requirements: 
• maintain at least a "C" average. 
• possess at least eighth-grade 
reading and math skills 
• have a minimum 90% school year attendance rate 
• have a tardiness rate under 10% 
• be 16 years of age by June 30 
• be available to work the ten-week schedule as 
directed by the employer 
----------------------------------------------<7) 
- - - ~~-~~-------.. 
Saturday 
MARCH 
Uth - Riverforest Pre byterian 
Church will host the United Nations 
Meeting, which will bnng gangs 
across the city together. The 
meeting will take place at 3 p.m. 
For more information and for 
tickets. call 443- 1932. 
19th- To celebrate the publication 
of Nelson Mandel a' new book, 
"Nelson Mandela Speaks: Forging a 
Democratic Non-Racial South 
Africa," Path Finder Press will be 
holding a meeting at the Harold 
Washington Library. For more 
information cal I 829-68 15. 
26th- A Pow-wow will be held at 
the Fairmont Hotel , 200 N. Colum-
bus Drive. Festi vi ties begin at 7 p.m. 
aod end at 11 p.m. To learn more 
about American Indjaos and their 
culture aod for more information 
about the Pow-wow, call 275-5871. 
Tuesday 
MARCH 
by Ana Cabrera 
City Editor/Features 
Whitney Young 
Lakeshore Drive. Call 791-65 16 for 
ticket information. 
22nd - Cocktail Twins will be 
performing at the Riviera. Call 
TicketMaster for ticket information . 
Opening the 21nd - Stage Left 
Theatre Productions wi ll perform 
"Boom-Town" at the American 
Blues Theatre, 1909 W. Byron. This 
world-prerojere production will deal 
with the negat1ve and pos1t1ve 
effects of casmo gambling on a 
small town. Call943- l414 for more 
information. 
Wednesday 
MARCH 
9th -The Chicago Student AI Hance 
will hold a general meeting at 5 p.m. 
10e office 1s at 1608 W. Belmont. 
Suite 204. All students invited. Call 
665-7090. 
16th, 17th, and 18th -The 
Rosemont Honzon w1ll host The 
Grateful Dead concert. Call 
TicketMaster for t1cket information. 
wtll hold a "Speak Out" forum. The 
locat10n w11l be 225 W. Ohio. Call 
665-7090 for more mformation. 
Thursday 
MARCH 
17th- UB40 Will be in concert at 
the Aragon Theatre. Call 
TickctMastcr for t1ckct information. 
Friday 
MARCH 
4th- Red Kro s w1ll be in concert at 
Metro. Call T1ckctMaster for ucket 
information. 
4th - The Goodman Theatre, located 
on 200 S. Columbus Dr .. w11l be 
presenting "The Night of the 
Iguana" a play by Tennessee 
Withams. Call 443-3800 for more 
informauon. 
18th - 10e National Student 
Alliance Will be holdmg a three day 
Student Leadership Conference. 
10e theme will be "A D1alogue For 
Change" and 11 will focus on school 
V1olence. For more mformatlon call 
665-7090. 
APRIL 
1st · Dav1d Lee Roth wtll be m 
concert at the Metro. Call 
15th-20th - " Evita" will play at the 
Arie Crown Theatre, 230 IS. 
TicketMaster for ticket mformauon. 
30th ·The Ch1cago Student Alliance 
Aries (March 21-Apri119) The 13th to 15th 
will prove a meaningful ume. It w1ll 
highlight communjcauon and a time to 
express yourself through wriung. A 
Sagittarian w1ll share in your expressiOn. 
T~tm (April 26-May 20) The 18th wtll 
feature a special surpnse. Focus on 
harmony and a domesuc reuruon. A 
Scorpio figures 1n you r scenario. 
Ge.iui(M.ay21 · JW1t20) You Will get 
a late start but th1ngs w1ll certamly p1ck 
up after the 20th Values w1th a spmtual 
overtone w11l surface A P1sces w1ll 
provide ph1losoph1cal Interpretation 
making everythmg crystal clear 
Cancer (Jnne 21-July 22) Em ph awe 
becommg more mten!>e 
wt th you r relauonsh1p 
Yourdeadhnes w1ll be met 
whh the rud of a Leo 
Leo (July 23- Aug. 22) Anes 
and a Libra w1ll be there for 
you. Ask and you shall rece1ve 
will be second nature to you lh1 
month. 
Virgo (Aug. 23- Sept. 22) Around the 26th 
allow youn.elf to take charge Stay 
mdepcndent, a Leo w1ll find you 
extremely attracti ve 
Libr2 (Sept 23-0ct. 22) Trust your 
IntUitiOn h w1ll prove to be a rehable 
gu1de 1n makmg choKe~. You 
RANDOLPH FLOWER SHOP ~ 
Special Graduation Offer 
15% OFF 
With This AD 
59 East Lake Strcct- (312) 263-6037 Wt: G~:c Jc Ri•bc. nc 
need 10 re-arrange 
your rouune to become more d1rected 
Ask another L1br.1 for help 
Scorpio (0cL23- ov. 21) Be1ng too 
d1ver,e thl\ month could up\ct your 
normal pauem~ Relax Sud. to a urc 
thmg Do not venture off too far Allow 
..1 L1hm to prov1de bal,cncc 
De ign the 
page you're 
reading!! 
Join the NE 
graphics staff!! 
Call Larry Miller II 
or Jcsl. ica Olson at NE, 
641-6397! 
phone number 1s (312) 854-3529. Dear Adrienne, 
I got a problem ....----------. Hyde Park Commu-
Even though It's bad for 
me, I really ltke the 
feeling I get from mdo, 
chrome, hash. cabb1c .. 
better known as 
marijuana. I want to stop 
but don't know how. 
Where can I get some 
help? S1gned, Basehead 
Dear Basehead, 
I'm glad you realize 
that man Juana i an addJcttve drug. 
Aclmowledgmg that you abuse is the 
first step to your recovery. Here are a 
few organizauons that you can call for 
informauon on treatment for your 
problem. 
The Parks1de Recovery Center for 
Youth m the Lmle Company of Mary 
and Hosp1tal Health Center, has an 
excellent drug abuse program. The phone 
number IS 008) 422-0110. The Bethany 
Comrnunuty Hospital, located at 3435 
W~t Van Buren hn, am>1her program 
that you m1ght be tnterested tn. The 
Sagittarius ov. 22- Dec. 21) It· very 
unfortunate but a gentleman' agreement 
wtll be broken Have thmg documented 
for your own safety's ~ake Avo1d 
partnership~ thJs month Bemg alone can 
prov1de an excellent umc to retreat and 
renect. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 'I ou w1ll 
phys1cnlly feel better A ~pec1. I health 
repon Will elevate your mtnd·~t. 
Indulge your,clt With ..1 good bok. fun ny 
v1deo and gre.lt h tcnmg mu 1c. A 
Gcmm1 w1ll adore you 
ruty Hospllal also has a 
drug abuse problem. 
You can reach them at 
(312) 493-1192. 
Ingalls Memonal 
Hosp1tal has a holhne 
)OU can reach at (708) 
569-HELP. 
Talk to an non-
addicted close fnend 
about your problem. 
Ask them for moral 
support, to help you stop smokmg 
blunts. Try to dLSasSOC1ate yourself 
from other baseheads. Birds of a feather 
flock together. so JOm anothe1 flock. 
Hey, everybody! Ed likes 
getting letters, too!!! Write to him 
IJid Adritnnt at : 
traight Up Tho'! 
do Youth Communication 
70 E. Lake Suite 815 
Chicago, IL 60601 
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Marcb 20) Your mind 
w1ll focu · on a more muonalleYel after 
the 5th. Mcrcunan O\ enones prevented 
you to be log~cal. but now you are bener 
duected. Make ch01ces: remember, 
um1ng IS e~el)thmg' 
Piscts (Ftb. 19 • Ma.rcl! 20) Your credibil-
Ity IS urfaced PsychiC ab1ht1es surge 
You w1ll be .1ble 10 uncoYer an unre-
solved scenario. Pat your;elf on the 
back It w1ll be a ume when 3 compli-
ment w1ll be "'ell desened 
H07/ZONS 
Youth Services 
A Safe, Fun Space for 
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Youth 
. Drop-In Center 
• Discussion Groups 
• Activities 
. Education and Outreach 
961 Montana St. 
Chicago, Illinois 
Call 472-6469 (Day) or 929-Help (6-10 p.m.) 
327-4357 (TID forHearlng Impaired) 
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Mission il"'l"lpossible 
The endless prom date search 
By Raven Hill and Ruqaiyah Morris 
Staff Writers 
Morgan Park High & Kenwood Academy 
Raven 's and Ruqaiyah's Three Essential Truths: One, the world is in fact round; two, 
-ain is the leading cause of death for 
.vomen's hairdos; and three, there are 
1ctually four and a half seasons in a 
year; fall, winter, spring, PROM, and 
;ummer. 
Uh-huh, that's right. Four and a 
1alf seasons, prom being the half. 
We' ve also discovered that it 
.vould be beneficial to young prom 
~oers (of the female persuasion) 
!verywhere if an answer was found to 
.he age-old question, "Which is easier 
.o find, the perfect prom date or the 
.>erfect prom dress?" 
After much debate, we realized that 
)ur calling in life was to search to the 
!nds of the Earth for an answer, 
!Specially since we were prom 
iateless ourselves. 
First we had to evaluate what we 
.van ted in a prom date. No problem. 
<\prospective prom date only needed 
.o have the looks of Denzel Washing-
.on, the romantic inclinations of 
QUICK 
PICKS 
PROM 
By Aruba Roy, Staff Writer 
St. Martin de Porres 
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Babyface, and the 
personality of Will 
Smith. Realizing that 
not all men were blessed 
with the looks of 
Denzel, we were willing 
to compromise. We 
would settle for 
J 
i 
~ 
cf 
~ 
~ 
~ 
:::> 
1! 
someone who bore a > 
"" faint resemblance to say, ·c ~ Mario Van Peebles. 
After all, we' re simple 
people. 
A quick reality check 
revealed the unbeliev-
able truth: very few young men fit 
this description. How sad ... Our list 
needed some minor revisions. We 
replaced Denzel's looks with 
"willingness to go to prom." 
Babyface's romantic nature and 
Will's personality were reworded to 
say something like, "fun to be with." 
Fashion sense (the powder blue 
tuxedo with matching car won't do) 
and good eating manners were added 
for good measure. The list completed, 
it was time to let the search begin. 
One question: let the search begin 
where? The places we frequented 
Tired of looking in the telephone book for a reasonably priced hotel 
for prom? Are you fed up with 
going or calling everywhere to 
see what is the best price for 
your prom? Well , look no more. 
In this Prom directory, you will 
find not only the right place, but 
you will also encounter reason-
able rates. 
• Interlude Enterprises 
Yacht Charters 
Address: Wabash at the Chi-
cago River 
Telephone: 641-121 
Seating Capacity: 1 00 people 
$750 for 50 people to go out 
on Lake Michigan 
($14 per person) 
The sightseeing boat will take 
you out on a cruise on either 
Lake Michigan or the Chicago 
River. For additional information, 
call641-1210 
• Spirit of Chicago 
Address: 455 E. Illinois 
Prom Cruise Package 
3 1/2 hr Event on the Lakefront 
Includes sit-down dinners 
Open soda bar 
Party ballons 
Dancing with OJ or Live Bands 
Security 
obviously weren't working since it 
was January-six months ' til prom-
and neither one of us had a clue as to 
who we were going with. Then 
brilliance struck: who better to know 
where to fmd a potential prom date 
than other potentials? In plain 
English, we asked a number of guys 
where they go with their boys. 
The answers were a little surpris-
ing. You'd think after reading the 
monthly Essences, YMs, and 
occasional Cosmo, we would be able 
to fmd our soul mate, let alone a prom 
date. But the guys brought us back to 
The Chateau Ritz 
One Complimentary Ticket Per 
40 Students 
Prices: Sun-Fri $53 per person 
Sat $61 per person 
Post-Prom Package: 
2 1/2 hr Moonlight Cruise on the 
Lake includes: 
Light Hors d'Oeurves or Conti-
nental Breakfast 
Open Soda Bar 
Dancing with OJ 
Security 
One Complimentary Chaperone 
Ticket per 40 students 
Prices: Sun-Fri $24 per person 
Sat $26 per person 
Karaoke Entertainment Available 
for an additional $500 
For additional information, call 
(312) 321 -1214 
Hotels: 
• The Drake 
Lake Shore Drive and Michigan 
Ave, Chicago. (31 2) 787-2200 
reality. A prom date 
would most likely be 
found in a mall, like in a 
men's clothing or 
sporting goods store, or 
in the video arcades. They 
also suggested we try 
getting an unusual guy 
attracting-animal 
(lizard was a popular 
choice- honestly), 
enrolling in a kung-fu 
class, or going to, urn, 
church. Though the 
suggestions were, if 
nothing else, creative, 
buying a reptile just wasn't practical. 
We decided the mall was j ust as good . 
We arrived at the mall with 
"Ask-me-to-prom" looks on our 
faces. We casually strolled through 
the mall, all the while praying that 
the guys were unable to detect our 
man finder radars, which were on full 
power -looking for a few good men. 
We came equipped with our numbers 
already written on a sheet of paper-
not that we were overly confident or 
anything . 
In the arcade, we hung around 
"Streetfighter II" for at least 15 
Rates: (Banquet-Style dinner) 
$33 per person 
• The Palmer House 
17 E. Monroe,Chicago 
(312) 726-7500 
Rates: (Banquet-Style dinner) 
$34.50-39.25 per person 
• The Chateau Bu-Sche 
11530 S. Cicero, Alsip 
(708) 371-3836 
Rates: (Banquet-Style dinner) 
$14 per person 
• The Oak Lawn Hilton 
9333 S. Cicero, Oak Lawn 
(708) 425-7800 
Rates: (Banquet-Style dinner) 
$26.95 per person 
• The Fireside 
91 01 Waukegan Road, Morton 
Grove 
minutes before concluding that we 
were fighting a losing battle. So we 
left. We headed off to the nearest 
men's clothing store under the 
pretense of needing a gift for a friend. 
We abandoned this approach and 
opted for honesty and, surprisingly, 
the guys didn't laugh at us or run in 
the opposite direction. Defmite 
confidence booster. 
Our next destination was the 
sporting goods store. After our ftrst 
success, we could safely tum our 
radars down a couple notches. What 
did we find there? A whole lot of 
shoes, but no prom dates. However 
we were able to get a good idea on 
what type of Stairmaster works the 
best, so it wasn't a total loss. 
Feeling dejected, we almost broke 
down and went into a pet shop to 
compare prices on lizards. But we still 
had some pride left. Giving the mall 
one final look, we ended the search-
still prom dateless-and went to 
Baskin Robbins to treat ourselves to a 
triple-scoop chocolate ice cream 
banana-spliL 
Our conclusion? Finding a dress is 
the easy part. 
(708) 966-9600 
Rates: (Banquet-Style dinner) 
$16.75 & up per person 
• Ramada Hotel and 
Conferene Center 
2875 N. Milwaukee, Northbrook 
(708) 298-2525 
Rates: (Banquet-Style dinner) 
$16.95-19.95 per person 
• Chateau Ritz 
9100 N. Milwaukee, Niles 
(708) 298-0700 
Rates: (Banquet-Style dinner) 
• Lexington House 
7717 W. 95th Street 
(708) 598-4150 
Rates: (Banquet-Style dinner) 
$20.00-30.00 per person 
• Banquets by Biago 
4256 N. Central 
(312) 736-9009 
Rates: (Banquet-Style dinner) 
$24.99 per person 
e Chantily 
55th and LaGrange Rd. 
Countryside 
(708) 354-8884 
Rates: (Banquet-Style dinner) 
$ 20 per person 
Salt 'n' Pepa's "Very 
Necessary'' 
• IS very unecessary 
By Adrienne P. amuels 
tall' Writer 
Morpn Park High School 
T:ay' rap divas, Salt-n-Pepa's. new album "Very Necessary" has 13 tracks 
which vary in subject matter from 
society's problems. to the perfect 
boyfriend. to sex. Unfortunately, 
most of the songs were nowhere near 
Hallucination 
Engine's 
unique sounds 
makes it 
worth a listen 
B) Ana Cabrtl'l 
City Editor If eatu.res 
Wbitnty Young 
I you're the kind of person, (like me), who has a wide range of musical interests, "Hallucmation 
Engine" by Material, is the album for 
you. 
' 'Hallucination Engine" ts a 
beautiful mixture of jazzy saxophone 
notes, sweet violin wailing!. and a rich 
variety of instruments not usually 
heard together. Each ptece, (which 
are stricelty instrumental pteces) was 
masterfully and brilliantly performed 
by a collaboration of artiSt!. . As a 
whole, the album is a musical 
masterpiece. 
"Black Light.," the first wng on the 
dtsc, will uckJe your car!. w1th 1Ls 
soprano saxophone note~. "Etcmal 
Drift" will have you moving to the 
beat and "Word!. of Adv1ce" will have 
you rolling on the floor in laughter. 
"Hallucination Eng1nc" 1'> very 
different from any type of mu'>ic 
usually heard on the radio. But that'<; 
what makes it worth ltstenmg to. 
Mattrial Hallucination Engme 
as interesting as their subject matter. 
I won't say that the entire album 
was a bomb, it was more like the 
bomb that couldn't go off. 
The flfSt two cuts, "Groove Me" 
and "No One Does It Better" were 
not very entertaining. "Groove Me" 
was a repetitious wannabe reggae 
wannabe dancehall rap. " Noone 
Doe!. It Better" was no better than 
''Groove Me.'' I felt that the chorus 
<:" 
was far better 
than the verses. 
These two songs 
are JUSt not the 
stuff hll records 
are made of. 
"Whaua 
Man" and 
"Shoop" (pre-
released) were 
among the best 
songs on the 
album. London 
Records knew 
exactly what 
they were doing when they released 
tho e songs first 
I won't be completely negauve 
about "Very Necessary" "None of 
Your Busi-
ness," a song 
about people 
who need to 
mmd thetr own 
busmess, and 
"Sexy No1ses 
(Really Tum 
Me On)" wh1ch 
IS !.elf-explana-
tory are ongmal 
m thetr fresh 
beats and were a 
relief to hear 
after the 
monotony of the glazed-over Iynes 
and beats of the aJbum's other songs. 
Salt-n-Pepa do get claps for g1vmg 
five m1nutcs of the1r album to an 
ll'l 
~ritE 
!IIJlftq[ 
AIDS awareness group caJJed PSA. 
They performed a five-minute skit 
about a gtrl who found out that her 
boyfnend gave her the HIV v1rus. 
The actors who performed 1t had JUSt 
enough desperation and fear m thetr 
vo1ccs to make one really think about 
safer sex. 
On the whole, " V cry Necessary" is 
not necessary for one's mus1c 
collecuon Most of the songs would 
never make 1t on an aJJ-request show 
Invest in a CD or casseuc-smgle if 
you want one of the songs. Better 
yet. dub 1t from me or another poor 
soul who pent an unnecessary 
amount of money on the tape or CD. 
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(Editor 's Note: This letter was 
written in response to a 
September Pro & Con, 
"Should Gay Teens Stay in the 
Closet?") 
By Anonymous 
I 'm sure there are a lot of negative thoughts, feelings, and lies about homosexuals 
that need to be cleared up. And 
maybe by reading this article, maybe 
you will see through some of the 
thoughts, feelings, and lies to the 
truth. 
Hi! I'm 15 years old and I'm 
doing this anonymously because of 
my age and reactions of the public. I 
would like to come out publicly now 
because I know it's about time we 
open up our eyes and see what's 
going on around us, but I don ' t feel J 
am old enough to deal with others' 
reactions. Being a homosexual isn ' t 
easy, it's a battle every single day. 
Ever since I can remember I have 
been talked about and put down 
because of the efeway I act. But now 
it doesn ' t seem to bother me because 
I am slowly overcoming the nega-
tive opinions of others, thereby 
raising my self-esteem. 
When I was 6 years old, I was 
sexually abused by a friend of the 
family, and sometimes I think to 
myself, "Is that the reason for me 
being gay?" 
Jt bothers me so badly. to go to 
sleep at night and remember what 
used to happen to me as a child. No 
matter what I do or say, the thoughts 
still haunt me. 
And there have been plenty of 
nights I can remember crying and 
crying for what he did to me from 
the age of7 until I was 14 1/2 . 
•••••••••• ~'\)~PARI(~ ~ (/~ 
~ACADEMY0~ 
~ For Young People L:! 
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE 
14 to 18-Years-Oid 
Every Friday at 6 :3 0 p.m. 
4945 S. Dorchester Ave. 
(Enter on 50th St.) 
Tuition $25.00 r 
per month 
Call 
(312) 842·3759 
Instructor: Phillip Jackson 
We teach Tal Chi Ch'uan and 
Northern Shaolln Kung-Fu 
••••••••••• 
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I had blocked out everything he 
had done to me until I was nearly 
15. I wonder if the thoughts of 
what he did to me would just leave 
me alone, would I beable to get on 
with my life? But they haven't. I 
tried to commit suicide four times 
because I couldn't deal with the 
past. 
It' s been nearly a year since my 
last attempt. I have really strong 
parents, and when I talked to them 
about it they made me realize how 
stupid it was to try to kill myself. 
I believe I have the ability to 
write this letter because of three 
reasons: God, my mother, and the 
experiences society has put me in. 
My mother, who is a recovering 
alcoholic, takes care of what she has 
to do, and no matter what people 
say about her, she keeps carrying on. 
And I'm the same way- no matter 
how bumpy the road gets, I keep 
carrying on as well. 
And when people claim that we 
are going against religious principles 
by being gay, all I can say is that 
when God made the human race, he 
wanted all of us to be happy, and 
love one another for who we are, 
not who we love. 
The hardest thing about being a 
gay teen is not feeling accepted. 
Some people don't really know what 
goes on after I leave school. But I 
socialize with a lot of the females 
and some of the guys will come up 
to me and say, 'Aie you gay?' It's 
uncomfortable. 
This one guy, he got harrassed 
and jumped on at his school for 
being gay, and he tried to commit 
suicide. 
A stereotype that ticks me off is 
that all homosexuals are freaks, and 
that isn't true. We are humans, just 
like you, who need tender, loving 
care, and we express our feelings the 
same way, but with and for the same 
sex. For me to be gay isn't a choice, 
it's who I am,and that's a feeling I 
can't control. If we would all open 
up our eyes, and see that life is a 
melting pot of all kinds of beliefs 
and needs, we could survive as a 
human race should. 
==========~----~------------------~----------------------------------~~ 
OUR HANDS-ON EDUCATION 
DOESN'T STOP AT OUR 
FRONT DOOR. 
Thanks to our cen tral location, we offer our students a 
career-minded curriculum second to none. By tapping into 
the resources of leading compan ies all around our neighbor-
hood. we not only have a faculty of working professionals in 
communications. media and the arts but also a comprehensive 
intemship program. To leam more about the advantages both 
in!-. ide and out or Columbia College. call or write today. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREES: Advertising. Advertising All· Ans 
Management ·Computer Graphics · Dance· Fashion Business· Fashion 
Design· Fiction Writing· Film/Video· FineArl·GraphicDesign.lllustration 
Interior De~ign . Interior De~ign · Interpreter Training · Journalism 
Magazine Writmg!Editing ·Marketing Communication· Music. Music 
Bu~ine~s. Musical Theater· Photography· Profe~sional Writing· Public 
Relations . Radio. Sound Engineering · Television· Theatre 
SPRING OPEN HOUSE:SATURDAY.MARCH 12. I 0:30AM-3:30PM 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO 
(312) 663-1600 Ext. 130. 600 S. Michigan Ave. Chicago, IL 60605-1996 
Columbw Coll~gr admus studtnts without ugard to ag~. racr, color, crud. stx, ullgion, handicap, disabtUty, sexual on'tntaJion and national ttluUc origill . 
L ast 1ssue we looked at the very beg1nnmgs of h1p hop locus1ng on lound1ng lathers 
Grandmaster Flash. Alnko Bombooto. 
and DJ Kool Here We also men-
honed the l1rst rap album the 1979 
"Rapper ·s Delight Desp1te 1ls 
success. rap was not token senously 
and was regarded by the motonty as 
a mere lad Dunng the early 80s 
rap mus1c returned to 1ts home the 
basement or the sewer Even alter 
the h1p hop culture was mtroduced to 
the b1g screen v1o Beat Street 
Breobn I and Breok1n II The Electnc 
Boogaloo. and of course Krush 
Groove rap was sHI token lor 
granted H1p hop was st1ll token for 
granted the culture was shll token for 
granted Arhsts such as LL Cool J and 
Run DMC refused to be tok1ng shorts. 
token for granted or token at all 
They brought rap to the forefront of 
popular mus1c Arhsls l1ke the Fat 
Boys, SliCk R1ck. and Doug E Fresh 
orwented new styles whde shll usmg 
·old school ropp1ng techn1ques 
H1p hops culture was shll olive w1th 
lynco! contests and verbal boUles 
bet Neen two MCs Ch1cogo s 
mvent1on, breokdoncmg was so 
widespread and popular that the TV 
s1lcom S1lver Spoons featured 1ts co-
star (played by Alfonso R1b1erol 
breokdoncmg on several shows 
Breok1ng bottles were the norm on 
the streets. m parks on the basket-
boll court the playground and at 
porhes. Talented breakers and 
poplockers could make $50 a day 
flex1ng the1r sk1lls" downtown or at 
troon stations or bus stops 
Arhsts l1ke KRS·ONE and Rok1m 
(formerly from BOP and EriC B and 
Rok1m respect1velyl would be the 
frontrunners 1n exempl1ly1ng lynco! 
sk1lls and speokmg hordhotl1ng truth 
The famous Dono Done and Sl1c 
R1ck wo~.old be ktngs of slorytellmg 
Groups such as EPMD and the Ju1ce 
Crew would be legends and nolh1ng 
short of legendary W1th songs I e 
My Rodoo loD1 DoD1, The Show, I m 
Bod Crommol Mmded My Philoso-
phy Hey Young World I A1n I No 
Joke, The Fat Boys Are Boc Tncky 
Beats to the Rhyme and Me Myself 
and I, the 80s were delon1tely 
keep1ng rap ol1ve 
In the m1d·to-lote 80s when 
somplong ho 1ng a porhon of a 
mus1col p1ece performed by on orhst 
SUPER SA VlNGS FOR CHICAGO PUBLIC 
SCHOOL STUDENTS!! 
Rock. 
Heavy Metal. 
Sometimes the difference is obvious . 
I II I 
: ;, HERFF JONES : 
I I 
I 8745 s. Kedzie - Everrreen Park IL 60642 t 
: Phone: (708 425-0130 : 
I Open Monday through Saturday from 9 am to 5 pm 1 
I -----------~ 
-----------------
other than oneself (usually) and usmg 
for oneself or another ort1stl become 
popular lor rap orllsts And when 
breokm or breokdonc1ng seemingly 
doed out h1p hops culture ~eemed to 
do the some The focus hod sh,fted 
from the underground scene and hcd 
been placed on rap and "rap stars 
The only motor breo through durtng 
th1s hme was the rop1dly 1ncreo~1ng 
amount of females port1c1pot•ng tn 
h1p hop 
Toward the decodes end gong 
sler rappers such as Eozy E NWA 
Ice T and many many more started 
to entOY commmerc1ol success Th1s 
was a motor turn1ng po1nt lor rap 
and h•p hop lor that matter 
Check out next month's 
NE for Roots of Hlp 
Hop, Part 31 
You think you're good looking? 
Pro~e lito all of teen Chtcagoland1 
Be a model for NE's 
PROM PHOTO PREAD! 
For details, 
cal l Ro Karreman at NE : 
641-6397. 
· TAlC( MY WORD FOR IT - GO FOR A ULECT I RAt-IDS GOUR/o\£T 
lASTER IASIC£T ( lATIR FOR THE MARSHMALLOW CHICICS At-ID 
CHOCOlATI lGGS). 
L£T Ml TILL YOU, THU£ IASIC(TS ARE STUFFED WITH MOUTH-
WATIRitoiG GOODIU LIICE YOU WOULDtoi'T lUI EVE; ltoiCLUDi toiG 
SPECIALTY PRUERVU, COOICIU, SAUCU, SPICED TIAS, COFFH, 
CAM DIU, UASOtolltoiG ILEtoiDS At-ID MUCH MORE. 
SO WHAT HAY( YOU GOT TO LOU? SURPRISE YOUR FRIEtoiDS, 
FAMILY MEMBERS OR A FAVORITI TEACHER WITH TH( GIFT 
THATS RlCOMMEt-ID(D IY Ml , THE MAto4 OF THE UASOt-4. • 
• R(M(MIER, YOU'RE toi(VlR TOO OLD FOR A GOUR/o\£T lASTER 
IASIC£T . • 
IASIC(T PRICE: $15.00, SH IPPitoiG" HAt-IDLitoiG : $8 .00/ IASIC£T. 
(IASIC£TS CAt-~ IE SHIPPED At-IYWH(R( Ito~ TH£ U.S.> 
TO ORDER CALL: 1·80o-8ll· 8l44 
PLAC£ YOUR ORDER IY MARCH lATH TO lt-ISUR£ EARLY 
ARRIVAL. W( ACCEPT CH(CICS, MOt-lEY ORDERS Ato~D 
CREDIT CARDS. 
MAICE CH£CIC/ M .O . PAYAIU TO: SELECT I RAt-IDS, 
P .O . 80)( 199)61, CHICAGO, IL 60619 
•• Disclosure•• 
is high-tech suspense 
By Jessica Olson,Managing Editor/Production, Bogan 
l 's a high-tech industrial game. The object: to build computers smaller and faster than your 
competitors'. The prize: billions of 
dollars on the open world market. 
All may be fair in love and war, but 
as corporations sLruggle to produce 
the next generation of e lectronics, 
anything goes. 
drives. 
Sanders tries to tum her down and 
leave while keeping his job intact at 
the same time. He wants to pretend 
the whole incident never happened. 
However, when he returns to the 
office the next day he learns that 
Johnson has filed a sexual harassment 
complaint against 
In his latest novel, 
"Disclosure", Michael 
Crichton brings us 
r.---::;;=;::::;;;;;;;;:;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ him. Sanders' world 
into this volatile 
game, and face to face 
with another explosive 
issue: sexual harass-
ment in the work 
place. another controversial issue. 
begins to crumble as 
his fellow employees 
ignore him, his wife 
threatens to leave him, 
and his job hangs in 
the balance. 
Sanders refuses to 
go down without a 
Player number one 
is Tom Sanders, a 
This time, it's sexual fight. He hires a 
harassment in the work place. lawyer, Louise 
division manager for 
an electronic company, DigiCom. 
He has a loving wife and two young 
children. His future with the 
company seems secure, full of 
promotions and stock options . 
However, as a rumored merger 
with another company becomes a 
reality, another player is suddenly 
placed on the board. She is Meredith 
Johnson, a beautiful, aggressive 
executive. Ten years ago shewas his 
lover. Now she is his boss. 
And as soon as she moves into 
her new office, Johnson invites 
Sanders in for an after-hours 
meeting, one that includes dimmed 
lights and bottles of wine. There is 
only one thing on her mind, and it 
has nothing to do with computer 
Fernandez, a woman 
who has made a name for herself by 
successfully prosecuting men for 
sexual harassment. And as Sanders 
digs deeper and deeper into 
DigiCom's files, he realizes more 
than his job is at stake, and how much 
the Lruth can be distorted by those 
who make up the rules. 
The controversy that surrounded 
"Rising Sun," a novel criticized as 
racist, has not dulled Crichton's sharp 
and powerful writing style. No is he 
anymore cautious about what he 
writes about. Based on a true story, 
"Disclosure" takes the reader on a 
high-speed race to find the truth, a 
truth that is discolored by a highly 
emotional issue that plagues the 
business world. 
./ !1 
''In the Name of the Father'' focuses 111 
justice in relati~ 
by Ana Cabrera,City Editor/Features, Whitney Young 
1: the Name of the Father" is the gripping Lrue story of Gerry Conlon, who was 
falsely accused and convicted of 
a crime he didn't commit, and his 
courageous sLruggle against 
injustice, prejudice and corrup-
tion in the British legal system. 
In 1969 British troops are 
called into North Ireland to keep 
the peace between Catholic and 
Protestant factions. The British, 
at first welcomed, are later hated 
as the troops begin to abuse their 
privileges and the Irish citizens. 
Into this comes the Irish Republi-
can Army, (IRA) an influential 
terrorist group there to suppos-
edly protect the Catholic citizens. 
The story of "In the Name of 
the Father" begins in 1975 when 
tensions between the British 
government and the IRA seem to 
be hitting their peak. Against 
this backdrop, Academy Award 
winner Daniel Day-Lewis 
deljvers a riveting performance 
with a punch as Gerry Conlon, a 
young, irresponsible Irish rebel, 
sent to live with an aunt in 
England to be kept out of trouble. 
On his way to England he is 
reunited with ills friend Paul Hill 
(played by John Lynch). Upon 
arriving Conlon and llill, who 
can never seem to keep them-
selves out of trouble, become 
part of the London hippie 
community. 
On the night of two IRA 
terrorists bombings in the 
London town of 
Guildford, 
Conlon and Hill 
are forced to 
sleep in the park, 
where they 
befriend a 
homeless 
Irishman named 
Charlie Burke. 
Conlon later robs 
a prostitute's 
apartment for fast 
cash. With no 
alibi for the night 
except them-
selves, Hill, then 
Conlon are arrested and severely 
beaten by the frustrated police, eager 
to fmd a scapegoat for the masses. 
They are forced to sign confessions in 
which they name fellow ruppies 
Carole Richardson and Paddy 
Armstrong as accomplices to the 
bombings. Together they became 
known as the "Guildford Four." 
bombings, Joe McAndrew (played by 
musician Don Baker). At first 
Conlon admires McAndrew. He's not 
weak; he stands up fights for himself. 
But later after a violent act of 
vengeance on McAndrew's part, 
Conlon learns what his father has 
tried to teach him: Violence only 
leads to more violence. 
Finally in 1987, after a series of 
repeals are rejected, the case is fmally 
opened again when Conlon's lawyer, 
Gareth Pierce (brilliantly played by 
Academy Award winner Emma 
Thompson), brings to Jjght a crucial 
piece of evidence that the police never 
bothered to mention. Conlon and ills 
family are cleared of the crime. 
DORA LA COUTURE 
The story then follows the incred-
ible court proceedings in wruch all 
four, as well as Conlon's aunt, her 
entire family, and Conlon's father, 
Giuseppe (actor Pete Postlethewaite), 
(despite inconclusive evidence), are 
convicted of the bombings. Conlon 
and his father, who never had good 
communication, are forced to 
communicate whea they are placed in 
the same cell. velop a All their 
frustrations and anger toward each 
other comes out. Conlon regards ills 
father as weak and it embarrases rum, 
willie Giuseppe regards ills son as 
wild and irresponsible, someone who 
can never do anything right. 
After being in prison for five years 
of being in prison Conlon meets the 
man actually responsible for the 
Considering that all tills happened 
very recently it is not surprising to 
know that the movie has brought up a 
lot of controversy in England. But 
the movie is not just about the 
controversy and the injustice commit-
ted. It is also about a young man's 
search for maturity and the accep-
tance of his father. 
I~ il :§ 3 ~(I] #I 
clothing & accessories for women 
at prices you'll love 
2501 N. Clark 248-1761 
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Cotillion 
Flower Girl 
Dresses 
Rental Available 
Full Figure 
Women All Sizes 
10°/e OFF 
WITH TillS AD 
8246 S. Kim bark 
•Fashion 
Consultant 
•Prom 
Gowns 
•custom 
Design 
•Sewing 
Instruction 
BRIDES AND 
BRIDESMAJDS' 
GOWNS AND OTHER 
SERVICES 
1-800-894-7222 374-8863 
For HIGH QUALITY EDUCATION 
at an AFFORDABLE LOw COST, 
X MARKS THE SPOT! 
MALCOLM X COLLEGE 
One of the City Colleges of Chicago 
1900 W. Van Buren 
Chicago, Illinois 
Call 312-850-7055 
Celebrating 25 Years of Empowerment Thraugh. Education. 
.. In the Name of The Father• 
soundtrack, explosive as the movie 
B) jessiCll Olson\.\lanaging Editor/Production \Bogan 
reopening of "ln the Name of the Father" 1 explo 1vc- A club in England engulfed in 
flames. But what makes the scene so 
powerful, What eparates it from 
other " blow 'em up·· movie scenes, is 
the music blastmg from the peakers 
at the same time. Written and 
performed by Bono and Galvin 
Friday. the opening ong. titles after 
the movie, rocks through the lts tener, f.U of deep rhythms and Bono's dark 
chanting. 
With songs ung by Bono. Fnday, 
~inu Hendnx, The Kmks. Bob Marley 
and the Wrulers. Thm L1uy. and 
Sinead O'Connor, the "ln the arne 
of the Father·· sound track 1 a fast-
beat nuxture of mu~1c from the 
sixties to the nmeue . From rcgg1e to 
alternative mw.ic to original . core 
wrinen by Trevor Jones, the CD has a 
d1verse feel. And while some of the 
song date back to the Slxlle~ and 
e\enttes, it all sounds fre!>h . 
\The new song from Bono, o f U2 
fame. are defiantly h1m at his best-
sometimes ecne, someurncs w1ld and 
goofy. hut always fun to hsten to. 
And thank goodnc.\s Smead 
O'Co nnor dcc1ded not to rct1re as 
threatened. he r vo1cc I \ c lear and 
hcauuful m the C O's las t track. "You 
Tht· Glidfortl Four, 
foret d to mal..t• 
fair,· conft'Hiflnf 
to a horrif\tnf? 
crrm~ stand mal 
m "In Tht• Namt· of 
tire Fatha" 
''Real'' appeal 
MC Lyte credits success to her outspoken attitude 
B) Man in Patlerwn, Starr Writer 
W ha t s her nome. Yo? Its MC Lyle and as she says. The bodd ass b-ch 
from Brooklyn IS bock· w1th her latest 
phot album "Arn t No Other · 
As rapper KRS-One says Thts a lbum 
wtll bnng noth1ng but lynco! terromm 
and hard core beats " NE recently 
caught up w1th lyte for a bnel 
lnlervtew 
Twenly· lhree·year·old Lyle says her 
new a nd old Ions con expect a !title btl 
of everyjh1ng on her newest release 
They con expect hard core beats that 
ore phot and some Iynes that ore o 
l1 ttle d1fferent lor l yte 
She says Since releas.ng her current 
album the changes she has mode ore 
based on ho.,ng a strong hip hopv be 
goong to the clubs scetng what people 
ore 1nto ....+.at types of slang they re 
USing and w+-.o clothes thcyre weanng 
Often collod a ruff nee~. Lyte 
defmed II as A nee that s ruff! Jolces 
os.de. ~ sotd Ruff neck 1s bos.colfy a 
rude boy or o guy who Will not change 
for soc•ety ocHng hot the term 
comes dfferont meon~ngs for d,fferont 
people 
Messages lyte so1d she sends out to 
teens Include Not to be token 
advantage of, mole or female Do 
comprom1se yourself Hove SE-lf 
respect, because noone else Mil 
g1ve 11 to you • and 'Wear o 
condom before !hovtng) sex 
lyte hosn I felt the effects 
from the med1o ltke well known 
mole rap orl1sls hove for 
allegedly d01ng th1ngs other 
than rock1ng the m1cro· 
phone But, she satd You 
hove to realize that 
rappers ore humans 
too lyle gave a 
hypothehcol s1luohon, 
wh<>re she said that 1! 
someone h1t her or 
tool< her bogs she 
wouldn I think 
I m o rapper, she says. 
L1 e every female rapper and 
actress L yte says she IS a role 
model ·:>t that I wont o be. 
Lyte lnes to help other people 
through efforts off the stage as Nell 
She volunteered to help Counter A1d a 
fundrotS~ng event to benel1t Ltfe 
Beat. another 1nduslry AIDS 
chanty 
lyte says she 1s noted among 
best female solo 
rappers on the 
1ndustry because 
she 1s real "I 
gove tl to them 
roN uned1ted 
I m not ofro1d to 
soy Shut the 1-k 
up " lyte 1s 
outspoken and 
thnks lll05t people 
l:kes upfront people 
"ll(e o mo e muSIC 
that people con dent•ly 
With she says "l ~e 
~ (obou• things! 
that happen to me 
or to my bro her 
Whle she 1ntends 
to oct at some pom', 
s.ngng too Fans con 
out her concert tour th.s 
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nee you last heard from Scoop, 
fercnce play in basketball was 
about to begin. Here are some 
performances for February: 
, ......... "'"' Park's Randall Scott had 
points and 16 rebounds in 88-67 
over Manley. 
Girls ' Basketball 
Sullivan's Camara 
Murphy scored 32 
points and Monica Ford 
added 30 in an 82-46 win over Lake 
View who got 30 points from 
Natasha Brown in a losing effort. 
Crane's Trina Collins tallied a 
single-game school record 50 points 
in a I 04-55 rout of Von Steuben. 
Clemente's Annette Brandy, the 
school's all-time leading scorer, had 
38 points to reach 2005 in her career 
WRESTLEMANIA 
in a 77-68 win over Taft. 
Westinghouse's Sonya Nichols 
had 20 points, 23 rebounds and 7 
blocks in a 56-35 defeat of 
Prosser. 
Dunbar's Yulonda Jones had a 
triple-double (27 points, 12 
rebounds and 10 assists) to help 
beat Phillips 65-49. 
[ 
Minutewomen 
continue to drive 
on path to success 
By Vera Clemons 
starr writer 
Washington High School 
"Going all the way to win state," 
reflects the determination ofTangela 
Smith, starting center on the girls' 
varsity basketball team of George 
Washington High School. 
The Minutewomen are very 
determined to capture the number- 1 
ranking in state. Their ranking at the 
time of this article is number-12 
statewide, which they hope is not for 
long. Smith says what the team needs 
to do to succeed is to "Unite, come 
together, play as a team and practice 
harder." 
The team realizes they have a way 
to go. The goal of the team, as 
expressed by Latonya Jones, is to take 
the city title and then take the state 
title, which is how Latonya and her 
teammates would like to finish their 
season. 
According to the coaches, the team 
needs to concentrate on developing 
their positive attitude. Clarence 
Telford, the assistant coach of the 
Minutewomen, said it this way: 
"Sometimes it's difficult, we can 
have ups and downs, but it's hard to 
put my finger on it. Even thought 
they have their ups and downs, they 
show that they have real good 
offense; they also have good defense. 
" 
The Beng_a}s, Bogan High School's Varsity Wrestling Team practices before winning the 
city title.-Here, Btll Hahm, 16, takes down Issa Tadros, 16. 
This attitude helped the team achieve 
their victory against Morgan Park by 
a score of72-50. Smith said that the 
fLrSt half of the game was OK but the 
team has really developed a winning 
attitude, and winning streak for the 
second half of the season. 
"I think they can go far, depending 
on how far they want to go. The 
coaches can't play for them." Head 
Coach Willie Byrd thinks the team 
has an attitude problem, but if they 
correct the problem the season should Photo by Muneerah Askia, Hirsch High School. 
. JACK ~.s --
ALL STYLES AND COWRS COMPLETE 
WITH LETTERING & EMBLEMS 
DIRECT FACTORY TO YOU 
GROUP DISCOUNTS 
NO MINIMUM ORDER 
• SCHOOLS • GROUPS 
• TEAMS • INDIVIDUAL 
• CHEERLEADERS 
SWEATERS - T-SHIRTS • SWEAT SHIRTS 
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DESIGN KIT 
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MONEY 
FOR 
COLLEGE 
Billions in financial aid went unused because students 
did not know where to apply ... until today. 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
ON HOW TO GET MORE 
COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID 
Call today and increase your scholarship chances ! 
ADVANTAGE COLLEGE 
FUNDING SERVICE 
Chris Dwyer 
P.O. Box 1532 
Arlington HTS., IL 60006 
(708) 670-8828 
1 tum outOK. 
Senior Jocelyn Berry says, 
":Starting to practice harder and 
coming together" is the way to correct 
the problem. The Minutewomen 
starters are Tangela Smith (senior), 
Jocelyn Berry (senior) Latonya Jones 
(senior) and sophomores Sherry 
Oliphant and Demetia Evans. The 
Minutewomen are on a quest for a 
number-one ranlcing. You go, girls! 
OOH OH I NEED!!! 
OOH OH I NEED!!! 
DO YOCJ NEED? 
CAJMERE AND DAJAE 
WILL GIVE YOU A FREE 
PERFORMANCE AT YOUR HIGH SCHOOL 
.... AND PARTICIPATE IN A QUESTION 
AND ANSWER SESSiml ON "'HOW TO 
BE SUCCESSFUL IN THE :L 
MUSIC INDUSTRY WITHOUT 
SACRIFICING YOUR 
EDUCATION."" 
IF YOCJ NEED 
CAJMERE or DAJAE 
CQriT ACT REGINA AT 
CAJUAL RECORDS 
(312) 642-8008 
Opinion Caught in the fire: 
NCAA1S new requirements puts too much heat on athlete-students 
Tis past summer, the National Collegiate Athletic As ocia tion (NCAA) passed a rule 
mcrea.Sing academic requrrements for 
college-bound high school athletes. 
This is the second such academic rule 
change in six years. The last aca-
demic rule change in college ports 
was the infamous Propo. tllon 48 m 
1987. Georgeto"''ll coach John 
Thompson walked out of a game in 
protest of how the rule was racially 
discriminatory . 
Many people feel that thts new rule 
t · even more racially dtscriminatory 
than the last one. Whtle 1 don't thmk 
the NCAA purposely made tt 
discriminatory. the fact remam that 
this new rule does ractaJly dtscrimi-
nate. Proposiuon 48 ent a message 
to athletes that the schools were not 
going to play around. And whtle tt 
""as a message that needed to be 
heard. it didn ' t need to be uffened 
think the NCAA has the right mtent; 
they're JUSt going about tt the wrong 
Wdy. 
Before Proposition 48, there were 
no academic requirements for htgh 
-.chool athletes other than to graduate. 
We needed to change that. Propost-
tion 48 made a 2.0 GP A, and a 15 on 
the ACf or a 700 on the SAT a 
minimum academic requirement for 
high school athletes gomg to college. 
1be GPA considered ts compnsed of 
11 core classes wtuch mclude two 
social studies classes, two natural 
sciences, two math clas!.es, three 
English classes and two addttionaJ 
courses in the already rnenuoncd 
subjects or in language, computer 
science, philosophy or reltg10n. 
The new act requires a 2.5 GPA, 
with at least a 700 SAT score or a 17 
ACf score. Another way to be 
academically eligtble by the new 
standards is to have a 2.0 GPA wtth a 
21 ACT score or a 900 SAT score. 
Now, instead of II core course~. you 
must have 13 to be eligible. The two 
extra courses must be filled hy etther 
Engli$h, math, or natural or phy~ical 
science. The new rule will not go tnto 
effect until 1996. 
The NCAA's main rea\on for 
stiffening their academic require-
ments is that they want the athletes to 
compete with other swdenl\ in the 
d assroom who received acadcrmc 
scholarships, a valid point which I 
feel both coaches and athletes 
overlook 
In the old days, college ~ports was 
for students to play for fun. hut now 
11',; a big business, like the NCAA 
college ha.c,kethalltournament'~ Hnal 
Four, which is the second b1ggc~ 1 
rn<mcy rnaking \ponm!! event 111 the 
Untied Statcl> bchtnd the Super Bowl. 
'I he NCAA feels that college '>ports is 
I tiled wtth athletes l ir~t. Mudcnts 
\CCond, and hopes t() rcstorc ho11c~ty 
and dtgn1ty to college sports wll h 11s 
new rulc. lhat ., sorncthmg I t;an ' ! 
argue against. 
The Black Coach Association 
(BCA). who protested the act, fceltt 
ractally discriminates agamst mner 
city mmorities becau~ tn the past, the 
maJOrity of those athletes barely 
eligible were mner city mmoriue~. so 
now. tho c athletes who wtll be cut 
fi rst wtll be mo tly tnncr ctty mmori-
ues. 
The BCA has what I feel arc two 
legitt mate potnts tn thctr concern for 
givmg mncr ctty ktds a better chance 
The fi rst pomt tS that v~.<1th all of the 
v1olcncc today. particularly in the 
mner ctty. tf a ktd has the athletic 
abiltty to play college sports. m tead 
By Marcus Thomas, ~lllrr "riler, Kenwood AClldemy 
• 
of lettmg him stay on the streets. you 
should put htm m an academ1c 
envtronrnent. The second point 
bastcally ts the BCA 's frustration 
w1th the fact that the maJori ty of the 
athletes who fall vtcum to these rules 
are mmonties. And with the new 
rub gomg mto affect in 1996, there's 
no telling how many more mmonty 
athletes will be lost to them. 
This is a very touchy sttuation. but 
apparently the ne"" rcquircmcnLc; are 
here to stay Certamly LiltS rule wil l 
not go unqucsttoncd, though The 
coaches· a.s<>ociation and the 'JCAA 
e<Kh has a very good argument '"hich 
furthermore complrcatcs an already 
dtfficult sttuation, and leaves me 
helplessly undecided and clueless as 
far as to a possible solution to this 
problem. 
Should we give a kid ""ho may not 
have the best grades or test scores. 
and lacks the money to go to college 
but who may end up another vicum to 
the streets a chance anyway? At least 
then ""e'd be doing it hone.,tly. 
in tead of playing with the rules for 
the very ~~ athletes. 
In any case. let's make college 
sports what the} used to be - an 
extracurricular activity played by 
student athletes. not athlete \tudents. 
A rental it ain't. 
Break the 
rules this 
prom. 
Buy A Tux offers 
top-name, 
des1gner tuxedos 
c1nd hundr~1s 
otusualtlnd 
unusudl tor mal 
accessonc:, 
All at discount 
pnces So th1 
prom dont be 
one olthe 
crowd Fim1 
yoursell <tl 
Buy A Tux 
BUY-A-TUX 
FORMAL WEAR 
Roost'wlt Hd. 
""'" ( h '"'" 5 ~htl<' ) 
.,,, 3 1J•It\') 
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